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ABSTRACT

Identifying Construct-Irrelevant Variance and Construct Under-Representation as Support of
External Evidence of Validity
by
Jennifer Case
Advisor: Keith Markus
Test validity has commonly been defined in terms of a test measuring what it is supposed
to measure, however there has been a century of discussion and debate on test validity and what
qualifies as evidence of test validity. Some argue in favor of restricting test validity evidence to
that which is internal to the test, such as the test items, while others argue that external
information, such as the relationships with other variables, also offers evidence toward test
validity. Cronbach and Meehl’s groundbreaking paper in 1955 introduced the concept of the
nomological net, which is the construct’s lawful relationships with other variables, and they
suggested that the nomological net provides validity evidence. Using a simulation study, I tested
if relationships to other variables can offer information about test validity by looking at the
ability to identify two sources of invalidity. Two simulation studies were conducted to test the
two types of construct invalidity proposed by Messick (1989): construct under-representation
and construct-irrelevant variance. Each used a 4 × 4 × 4 × 4 × 2 design, where four levels of
factor loadings, structural coefficients, and sample size were analyzed along with four different
mediation SEM models in two different validity conditions. Data was simulated using R to
analyze whether we can detect construct invalidity using model fit. The results demonstrated
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that we can detect both construct under-representation and construct-irrelevant variance,
particularly when structural coefficients and factor loadings were large. These findings were
then illustrated using a real-data example, where the models again fit less well when sources of
invalidity were deliberately introduced into the data. These findings support the broad view of
test validity, which includes external evidence in the definition of test validity.
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IDENTIFYING CONSTRUCT INVALIDITY
Identifying Construct-Irrelevant Variance and Construct Under-Representation as Support of
External Evidence of Validity
Testing has become pervasive, often influencing important life decisions in education,
employment, courts, and health care. Validation is central to justifying such decisions and
ensuring fairness. It has been designated the "single most important" element of a test (Koretz,
2008, p. 215). As testing became more common practice in the late-1800s/early-1900s with
university entrance and placement examinations, soon after followed discussion of test validity
(Newton & Shaw, 2014). While it is well known and agreed upon that validity is an important
and necessary component of test construction, there is less of a consensus regarding how to
define test validity and what attributes it includes.
The following literature review surveys the theories on test validity evidence based on
relations with external variables and summarizes and compares the different views. This
research study tests the hypothesis that relationships to other variables can provide information
about test validity. This is done by examining the ability to identify the two types of construct
invalidity using two studies with simulated structural equation models, which is further detailed
in the methods section and illustrated with a real data example as well.
Test Validity
Validity is commonly defined as the extent to which a test measures what it is supposed
to measure (Buckingham et al., 1921; Kelley, 1927). This deceptively simple definition has
proliferated despite extensive discussion regarding the more complex nature of validity. The
American Psychological Association Committee of Psychological Tests in 1950-1954 identified
four types of test validity: content; predictive; concurrent; and construct (Cronbach & Meehl,
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1955). Content validity is established if a set of test items is determined to be representative of
the possible universe of test items. Predictive and concurrent are subtypes of criterion validity.
Both types of criterion validity relate the test to some sort of standard, either how well it predicts
future performance/attributes (predictive) or how well it relates to a current measure (criterion).
Finally, construct validity relates to the measurement of a theoretical variable.
The number and types of validity have been debated extensively since the Committee
made that determination. Loevinger (1957) argued that as content and criterion validities are
assessed "ad hoc" that construct validity is the only scientific measure of validity (p. 636).
Messick (1989) was a strong advocate for the unitary view of validity where construct validity is
the only kind of validity. This influenced the AERA, APA, and NCME’s Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing to solely emphasize construct validity in the fifth edition
by defining validity as a meeting of data and theory (AERA et al., 1999). Construct validity can
be further defined as the extent to which a test measures a theoretical construct and is the focus
of this paper. Slaney (2017) echoes this definition of construct validity and states that "the term
‘construct validity’ has increasingly been replaced by simply, ‘validity’" (p. 5). With this, the
definition of construct validity has expanded to include all of validity. The term construct
validity will be used in this paper to refer to this inclusive definition of all of validity.
While there is a noted lack of unanimity on the definition of validity today (Newton &
Shaw, 2013), the consensus view is that it must include consideration of the test scores,
interpretations, and uses (Cronbach, 1988; Kane, 1992, 2006, 2013; Messick, 1989; Shepard,
1993). Theories of validation differ in the advice they give about what data to collect and how to
interpret it. Specifically, some theories of validity focus test validation on content, the test
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development process, and internal structure as relevant to score meaning, and see external
information as instead relevant only to utility but not validity itself. Other approaches also
include information about the relationship between the test score and other variables as useful for
validating the interpretation or meaning of test scores and thus as providing additional sources of
validation evidence. The debate between internal and external evidence for validity goes back to
the 1950s with first discussions of construct validity.
Validity Evidence
Cronbach and Meehl (1955) discussed the development of construct validity and
proposed as a philosophical basis to consider it in terms of a nomological network. This
nomological network refers to the lawful relationships the construct has with other variables,
explaining that to define what something is means to describe its relationship to other variables.
Cronbach and Meehl described the laws in a nomological network to include statistical and
deterministic relationships and therefore these are not necessarily causal as typically assumed in
SEM. It is a net or group of interlocking hypotheses. Early testing of construct validity used
factor analysis as a means to test if a test measures what it is supposed to measure (Cattell,
1943). Research on nomological nets, however, expanded this methodology to structural
equation modeling allowing for testing of relationships between the latent variables in the
nomological net along with the relationships with observed variables (Bollen & Lennox, 1991;
Edwards & Bagozzi, 2000).
This broad focus for test validity looks beyond the items on a test and to the relationship
between the test focal construct and other variables in the nomological net. For example, a
reading test would include test items possibly asking a child to read a passage and answer
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questions for comprehension. The focal construct would be reading comprehension, however the
test would test not just reading ability in a child, but also their motivation and attention. While
reading comprehension is the focal construct, motivation and attention would be related
constructs in the nomological net. Using a broad view of validity, one would not simply
conclude a child is a poor reader, but also evaluate other possibly related variables. This
perspective emphasizes the complexity of measuring a construct and Cronbach and Meehl
postulated a construct could not be simplified to being measured in isolation. Meaning, using
this same example, there is no way to isolate reading comprehension from the effects of
motivation and attention.
This view of validity was supported by many in the psychological and educational
research community, but not without its critics. Shortly after Cronbach and Meehl introduced
the nomological net concept and the broad view of validity, researchers brought forth
differentiation between test meaning and significance in order to argue for a narrow view of
validity.
Brodbeck (1957) criticized Cronbach and Meehl for failing to distinguish between
construct meaning and significance. She considered the meaning to be the definition of the
construct and the significance to be the "set of laws in which a term occurs" (1957, p. 431). This
separates the nomological net (or significance) from the construct validity (or meaning). Her
theory arose at a time when educational and psychological research had accepted operationism as
the standard. Operationism is defining a construct by its measures or as she described "an
operational definition has the form of a conditional or if-then sentence" (p. 428). Despite this
being widely accepted practice, Brodbeck explains that operationism drew criticism for leaving a
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construct definition open and while it fills in with more knowledge, it never closes. She argued a
partial definition leads us nowhere. In her proposal, a construct is defined or given meaning and
its ever evolving relationships with other variables is its significance. In order to discover
significance we need meaning. Using the reading comprehension example, she would say the
test items define the meaning of reading comprehension while the relationship with attention or
motivation elaborate the significance. She would explain that we cannot discuss or understand
those relationships (significance) without defining the variables themselves independently.
Becktoldt (1959) agreed with this criticism and together they were the most outspoken
critics of Cronbach and Meehl’s work on construct validity theory. He argued that Cronbach and
Meehl’s view rests on the assumption that a construct cannot be operationalized. Whereas
Cronbach and Meehl argued that more evidence added to the knowledge of a nomological net
and refined one’s knowledge of a construct, he believed that differing operational definitions
were introducing new constructs rather than revising known constructs. He had the same
criticism as Brodbeck, that Cronbach and Meehl’s nomological net theory left a construct’s
definition open. He argued that only when a term is explicitly defined can we have scientific
study. In more recent years, Maraun (2012) has criticized Cronbach and Meehl as a "shotgunscatter account of construct validity" (p. 80). He argued measurement of a construct has been
mistaken as an empirical matter when it is actually a conceptual one (Maraun, 1998). While
there was this (and more) criticism of Cronbach and Meehl’s view of construct validity, their
theory "would weather the storm and begin to enter the consciousness of validity scholars and
educational and psychological researchers" (Slaney, 2017, p. 89).
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In addition to writing in favor of construct validity as the whole of validity, Loevinger
(1957) detailed what is included in construct validity. She named these necessary components:
substantive, structural, and external. The first two were concerned with the test items measuring
a construct where the third was concerned with how the measure related to other measures of the
same trait or other traits. Her work built on Cronbach and Meehl’s and paved the way for
Messick.
Messick (1975) also supported Cronbach and Meehl’s construct validity theory and
Loevinger’s view of construct validity as the only scientific validity. Messick expanded on the
importance of including external evidence in the assessment of construct validity as it relates to
ethics and proposed uses of a test (Messick, 1980). He presented a two question assessment of a
test: (1) does it measure the construct well? and (2) should it be used as proposed? The first
question corresponds to the meaning and the second to the significance. He argued both of these
are essential to validity.
Using our reading comprehension example again, let’s imagine a reading comprehension
test for children receiving free lunch at school where only those who pass are permitted to
remain in the free lunch program. Using a narrow view of validity this would be a valid test of
reading comprehension. However, by including the proposed use of the test, Messick would
argue the test is unethical and not valid. Slaney (2017) includes Messick’s concern for the ethics
of testing as part of his legacy.
Around this time, Embretson (1983) revived the meaning/significance distinction
presented by Brodbeck and Bechtoldt. She argued that psychological research had shifted from
functionalism to structuralism since Cronbach and Meehl’s original writings on construct
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validity. She described functionalism as a concern with antecedent/consequent relationships and
structuralism as "explaining performance from the systems and subsystems of underlying
processes" (p. 179). This would be like going from concern about a mapping the functional
relationship between instruction and reading comprehension to using a reading comprehension
test score as indicative of underlying cognitive processes.
She proposed that construct validation research separate the research on nomothetic span
and construct representation, something she believed now possible due to this paradigm shift.
She described construct representation as concerned with task variability, which is similar to the
aforementioned construct meaning. Nomothetic span, in contrast, was concerned with individual
differences and is more similar to the nomological net. Embretson (2007) did not reject the
external evidence, but brought modern validity theory back to the meaning/significance
distinction. She argued that the relationships in the nomological net (or what she called the
nomothetic span) were not relevant to the meaning of a test score but rather informative to the
significance of the score. She further criticized Cronbach and Meehl for minimizing cognitive
theory, arguing that the nomological net involves validating a construct post-test construction
and does not inform test construction itself (Embretson & Gorin, 2001). By separating meaning
and significance this way she believed made room for cognitive theory’s role in the test
construction and item selection.
Like Brodbeck (1957) and Becktoldt (1959) before her, Embretson would argue we first
need to validate the reading comprehension test as measuring reading comprehension before we
can look at the relationship with motivation and attention. Embretson (2007) did not intend to
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discount the role of theory around constructs, but believed the theories were internal to the
constructs rather than external.
Lissitz and Samuelsen (2007) wrote in support of Embretson’s view that it is the internal
evidence that establishes test meaning and that the external variables are separate from the test
meaning. They additionally argued against Loevinger’s (1957) and Messick’s (1975) unified
views of validity and wanted to separate the types of test validity to again distinguish content
validity from construct validity. They found Messick’s view on test validity to be impractical for
validating actual tests. Simply, they believe test validity is a quality of the test itself and not
related to the interpretation or application of the results. They differentiated between test
validity and theory building or, in other words, they differentiated working with a construct from
construct validation. Whereas Messick argued to validate a test for a given purpose, they argued
a test itself can be valid and its use evaluated separately. While Lissitz and Samuelsen received a
lot of attention, many argued their definition of ‘content validity’ was essentially what others
were referring to as ‘construct validity’ and that the role of theory could not be dismissed so
easily. Newton and Shaw (2014) summarized the criticism of Lissitz and Samuelsen as "it
seemed that they wished to have their cake and eat it" (p. 150) as they included the analysis of
latent variables, which historically were thought of as constructs and therefore related to
construct validity.
Despite criticism of Lissitz and Samuelsen, recent literature has been leaning back toward
an internal focus, however there has not been a complete consensus that external evidence is
irrelevant to score meaning. The AERA, APA, and NCME’s Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing (2014) identify five types of validity evidence as those based on test
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content, response processes, internal structure, relations to other variables, and consequences of
testing. While the Standards included some external pieces, overall "the pendulum had swung
from external to internal" (Newton & Shaw, 2014, p. 151).
Invalidity
Messick (1989) identified two threats to validity: construct-irrelevant variance and
construct under-representation. Construct-irrelevant variance occurs when the measures of a
construct are too broad and include extraneous variance. Messick (1995) further divided this
into construct-irrelevant difficulty and construct-irrelevant easiness. The former is present when
construct scores are adversely affected due to irrelevant variables, such as a Spanish-speaker
doing poorly on a math test written in English. The latter is the opposite, when scores are
inflated due to irrelevant variables, such as clues giving away answers not related to the
construct. For example, a reading comprehension test where the passage’s accompanying
illustration reveals an item’s correct response and thereby the item is not measuring reading
comprehension.
In contrast, construct under-representation occurs when the measures of a construct are
too narrow and the test score does not include all of the variance of the construct. For example, a
reading comprehension test that only includes questions about identifying main ideas would be
too narrow. This test would be missing other important facets of reading comprehension, such as
identifying detail, using context, sequencing events, and more. Such a test could be too short or
be lengthy and still under-represent the focal construct. To call this a test of reading
comprehension would imply it measures the construct of reading comprehension and not just a
single component of the construct. The construct would be under-represented.
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Practical Implications
Despite over 100 years of educational and psychological testing and discussion of test
validity, the question still remains: is test validity limited to internal evidence (test items) or does
it include external evidence (relationships to other variables)? The goal of this research is to
contribute to the ongoing debate surrounding validity evidence, specifically whether
relationships to other variables can provide evidence of test validity. These findings will have
several important practical implications.
Details about validity and evidence of validity are presented and explained in The
Standards, which identify five types of validity evidence as those based on test content, response
processes, internal structure, relations to other variables, and consequences of testing. The
narrow view of validity would exclude these last two types of validity evidence. The Standards
serve to inform test developers and users on best practices in the testing process. The Standards,
while not required to be followed, are the leading testing guidelines. Not only are test developers
and users encouraged to follow The Standards, they have been referenced in national testing and
education policies and even cited in the Supreme Court and other judicial decisions (Camara,
2007). Therefore, revisions to the definition of test validity or refinement on what evidence is
included can have a great impact in the world of education, psychology, and beyond.
While those who favor the narrow view of validity may argue that external evidence is
still important, but in a different category than validity, this view fails to see the impact in
practice of this differentiation. Zumbo and Chan (2014) report that "researchers are discouraged
from extensive validation work either via funding priorities, editorial policies at journals, and/or
academic review committees" (p. 323). If researchers and test developers are already limited in
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time and financial resources and unable to conduct extensive validation research, it seems rather
unlikely they would be encouraged to additionally explore the significance of the test score. By
neglecting to include this information, test administrators may misuse a test inadvertently, which
could have great consequences when considering the extensive use of tests in education,
employment, courts, and health care.
The narrow view additionally discourages researchers from looking for potentially useful
evidence of invalidity. In this case, researchers who encounter anomalous external findings
would have a blind spot to invalidity in these situations.
This study will test if the nomological net can provide validity evidence through the
detection of invalidity using data simulation and structural equation modeling. If the study does
show that the nomological net can provide validity evidence then this will shine a light on a blind
spot in recent research, which has argued there is only internal evidence for validity. This will
practically provide test developers information to test and support interpretation of test scores
and the results will also contribute to the study of test validity regarding external evidence’s
contribution to test score interpretation. Finally, while not the primary focus, the simulation
design of the study will provide practical guidance regarding design of SEM validation studies
involving variables as validity evidence.
Hypotheses
Gunnell and colleagues (2014) write that "as a unified concept, all validity evidence bears
on score validity whereby different sources of evidence can illuminate sources of invalidity" (p.
139). This study aims to answer the question: can the nomological net (external
evidence/relationships to other variables) provide validity evidence related to construct-irrelevant
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variance and construct under-representation? If the meaning/significance theory is correct, the
analyses should fail to detect construct-irrelevant variance and construct under-representation. If
the nomological net theory is correct, they should detect construct-irrelevant variance and
construct under-representation. As these competing views are asymmetrical, this study tests the
relevance of external evidence only. Internal evidence is agreed to be necessary for test validity
and therefore exploring the external evidence is the only way to test these conflicting theories.
General Method
In this dissertation, I tested the hypotheses that the nomological net can provide useful
validity evidence related to (a) construct under-representation and (b) construct-irrelevant
variance. This was done by comparing the fit of a model to data from two different tests. In one
condition the model is correctly-specified and in the second condition, the model is mis-specified
with construct invalidity. It was predicted that at least under some circumstances, the model will
not fit as well in the mis-specified condition as in the correctly-specified condition. In practice a
researcher will only have either a valid or invalid measure and not know which, this research will
lead to the identification of what circumstances enable a researcher to identify that their test is
invalid. These hypotheses were evaluated utilizing simulation methods and analyzed using
structural equation modeling using R (R Core Team, 2017) packages lavaan (Rosseel, 2012) and
simsem (Jorgensen, Pornprasertmanit, Miller, & Schoemann, 2018). Structural Equation
Modeling is used as a tool for analysis of these hypotheses and not intended to be the primary
focus of the research. See Appendix A for elaboration on SEM.
This methodology section first introduces the overall study design, which is then
followed by an explanation of the general simulation procedures. The methods description is
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then broken up between Study 1 and Study 2 for the specific details to each studies’
methodology. An applied example is then presented to demonstrate this using a real data set.
Design
Five independent variables were manipulated for both hypotheses: structural portion of
the data-generating model, standardized factor loadings, standardized structural coefficients,
sample size, and validity condition. The first four variables were between-subjects factors and
each had four levels, while the last variable was a within-subjects variable with two levels
(correctly-specified and mis-specified). This makes two 4 × 4 × 4 × 4 × 2 factorial designs.
Study 1 explored construct under-representation and Study 2 explored construct-irrelevant
variance.
Standardized Factor loadings and standardized structural coefficients were set to .2, .4, .6,
and .8. Sample sizes were set to 250, 500, 750, and 1000. In preliminary research, I conducted a
review of a sample of literature using SEM in order to obtain realistic values of these
independent variables to ensure generalizability to typical research conditions. The values were
selected as representative values (see Appendix B for background research). By manipulating
these values, the experiment isolated the effects of each independent variable while holding the
rest constant. It was hypothesized that as these values increase, the ability to differentiate the
model in the correctly specified condition from the misspecified (invalid) condition increases.
Both studies looked at four different structural models: a full mediation model (Figure
1a); a double-full mediation model (Figure 1b); a partial mediation model (Figure 1c); and an
outcomes-only model (Figure 1d). The use of mediation models is like using instrumental
variables for model identification (see Appendix A for more on testable model constraints and
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instrumental variables). The structural models represent different possible nomological nets,
where the variables x, w, and z represent other variables in the nomological net. These four
structural models were selected to represent a wide scope of possible designs encountered in
practice.
Manipulating the structural models allowed for insight into how different nomological
net models differ in detection of invalidity and what components of a model are most important
for detection of invalidity. The partial mediation model was the most complex with the most
variables and paths. Removing the direct effects from the partial mediation model results in the
double-full mediation model. After that, removing the additional mediating variable (w) results
in the full mediation model. Removing the independent variable (x) from the partial mediation
model results in the outcomes-only model. The measurement models for simulation differ
between the two studies and will be detailed below.
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(a) Full Mediation Model

(b) Double-Full Mediation Model

(c) Partial Mediation Model
Figure 1. Four structural model conditions.

(d) Outcomes-Only Model

Analysis Model
Each cell of the study compared the model in the two validity conditions, one with data
from a test for which the model is considered correctly-specified and possesses construct validity
and one with data from a test for which the model is mis-specified and an example of construct
invalidity (either construct under-representation or construct-irrelevant variance with the
operationalization of these two types of invalidity described below). The measurement portion
of the model fit to the data took the same form throughout the study with a Focal Construct (FC)
measured by four indicator variables (see Figure 2). To keep things simple, the simulation test
length was limited to four items, which was sufficient to manipulate construct representation. In
practice, test length would be determined by many factors including breadth of the domain of
focal construct.
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Figure 2. Measurement portion of the model fit to the data.
Procedure
The simulation followed a similar procedure for both studies. The population model was
defined using the simsem model() function to create a lavaan parameter table (model template).
This method uses LISREL all-y notation (see Appendix A) and requires specification of the
factor loading matrix (LY or λy matrix), residual variance-covariance matrix (PS or ψ matrix),
measurement error variance-covariance matrix (TE or θε matrix), and regression coefficient
matrix (BE or β matrix). The population model was written so that all the variables had
variances of one and therefore all parameters were on the standardized metric. The models that
are fit to the data were then specified using lavaan model syntax. This method uses regression
equation-like expressions to specify the paths and variances. A loop function was used to cycle
through the various conditions defined by values of the various parameters. The data generation
model was specified using the simsem model() function in order to facilitate the use of the loop.
The data simulation was run using the sim() function from simsem, which runs a Monte
Carlo simulation for structural equation modeling. It was run with 3,000 replications1 (see
Appendix C for research on replication number) and specifies the model fit to the data and the

1

The number of replications was increased from the proposed value.
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population model for data generation. Model fit output was extracted and written to a table for
analysis.
Outcome Measures
Outcome measures included chi-square with p-value, RMSEA with 90% confidence
interval, CFI, and identification of replications with Heywood cases. To determine which
circumstances an invalid test could be identified, the model fit outcome measures were compared
between validity conditions. Chi-square was evaluated using the mean values and the percentage
with a p-value greater than .05.
RMSEA was calculated using the sample estimate, as seen in Equation 1, where

F^

represents the discrepancy between the model-implied moment matrix and the observed moment

^
matrix and n F

is conceptually equivalent to Chi-square (Maydeu-Olivares, 2017)2.

^
n F−df
^
RMSEA=
max (
,0)
n×df

√

(1)

RMSEA was evaluated using mean values as well as percentage that met the cutoff value of .06.
This value was presented by Hu and Bentler (1999) and a more recent analysis of the literature
on the topic have suggested it to be an agreed upon cutoff by experts in the field (Hooper,
Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). There is question of the validity and generalizability of any fixed
cutoff value and these cutoffs are used here with the understanding that they are not to be
considered strict thresholds that indicate acceptable fit but rather a benchmark to assist in
comparison between the two validity conditions (Kline, 2011).

2

When the Wishart distribution is used for analysis of covariance structures, RMSEA is often written with n-1 in
the denominator. Lavaan’s default ML estimation does not use the Wishart distribution and therefore the
denominator of RMSEA multiplies by n instead of n-1 as shown in Equation 1.
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CFI is computed by comparing a baseline model (a model that says all the items are
2

uncorrelated) chi-square with a target model chi-square as seen in Equation 2 where x B is the
2

baseline model (independence model) and x M is the target model (Kline, 2011).
2

CFI =1−

X M −df M
2

X B−df B

(2)

CFI was also evaluated using mean values in addition to percentage that met the cutoff value
of .95. This value was again presented by Hu and Bentler (1999) and in a review of the literature
on cutoff values it was identified as a recognized cutoff value (Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen,
2008).
The percentage of replications with Heywood cases was used as a metric for this analytic
strategy with a high percentage of Heywood cases suggesting it might not be a good design for
validation studies. Heywood cases were identified as the presence of negative residual variances
or negative unique variances in a replication and then summarized as the percentage of
replications for each cell of the study.
Study 1: Construct Under-Representation
All data was generated from the same population model (see Figure 3), which involved a
Focal Construct (FC) measured by four subscales (a-d), each with four indicators (y1-y16). The
use of subscales made for clear operationalization of construct under-representation, with the two
fit models varying by the four indicators for the focal construct (higher-order factor). For the
fully represented model the four indicators of the focal construct came from each of the four subdomains (y1, y5, y9, and y13). For the under-represented model all four indicators of the focal
construct came from just one of the sub-domains (y1, y2, y3, and y4). Therefore, to compare the
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two validity conditions, the same model was fit to two different datasets. In practice, subscales
should be computed with attention to best practices and methods, such as multidimensional item
response theory (MIRT) models so that subscale scores add value over the test total score
(Haberman & Sinharay, 2010). For existing tests, guidelines using mean square error (MSE) can
be followed to determine if subscales are worth reporting (Haberman, 2008). The present study
design required focal constructs that could be measured with sufficient reliability and tests that
were sufficient in length for model testability.

Figure 3. Construct under-representation population model.
Simulation
The data simulation model was written as detailed above with four levels of each of the
four independent variables. This would have resulted in 256 cells in the study, however upon
simulation it was discovered that the standardized structural coefficient values caused the
residual variances of the standardized variables to become negative for the double-full mediation
and partial mediation structural models. The double-full mediation model went out of bounds
for structural coefficients of .8 and the partial mediation model went out of bounds for structural
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coefficients of .6 and .8 (see Appendix D). This reduced the total number of cells in the study to
208. One population model was written for each of the four structural models (see Figure 4) and
the construct under-representation manipulation was reflected in the models fit to the data (see
Appendix E for full code).

(a) Full Mediation Model

(b) Double-Full Mediation Model
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(c) Partial Mediation Model

(d) Outcomes-Only Model
Figure 4. Construct under-representation population models for four structural model conditions.
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Study 2: Construct-Irrelevant Variance
Construct-irrelevant variance was manipulated in the population model so that two
population models were used for the simulation. The mis-specified model validity condition
with construct-irrelevant variance included a focal construct (FC) latent variable situated in the
nomological net that represented the intended construct and a mediator (M) common factor latent
variable that represented what the test measures (see Figure 5b). In this model, the focal
construct’s variance was set equal to 0.5 and the structural coefficient for the path between the
mediator variable and focal construct was set to √0.5. In the population model without
construct-irrelevant variance for the correctly-specified validity condition, the mediator variable
is removed as the focal construct acts as both the intended construct and what the test measures
(see Figure 5a). The model fit to the data takes the same form as before and therefore again, to
compare the two validity conditions, the same model was fit to two different datasets.

(b) mis-specified model
(a) correctly-specified model
Figure 5. Construct-irrelevant variance population models for two validity conditions.
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Simulation
The data simulation was again written as detailed previously. However, for this study
two population models were written for each of the four structural models as described above,
which resulted in different factor loading matrixes (LY or λy matrix), residual variancecovariance matrixes (PS or ψ matrix), and regression coefficient matrixes (BE or β matrix). One
fit model was specified for the study and included a focal construct with four indicators. The fit
model varied only in the structural portion for all data simulation (see Figure 6). Just as the
previous study, this study included four values of the four independent variables, but with the
structural coefficients going out of bounds for the double-full mediation and partial mediation
structural models this resulted in 208 cells of the study (see Appendix F for full code).
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(b) Double-Full Mediation Model

(c) Partial Mediation Model
(d) Outcomes-Only Model
Figure 6. Construct-irrelevant variance models fit to the data for the four structural model
conditions.
Results
The difference in dependent variable values between the two validity conditions
(correctly-specified and mis-specified) were evaluated using star plots, dot plots, and ANOVAs
for both studies. These dependent variables included chi-square, RMSEA, CFI, and percentage
of replications with Heywood cases. As hypothesized, the discrepancy between validity
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conditions’ dependent variable values increased as the values of the study independent variables
increased for both the construct under-representation study and the construct-irrelevant variance
study. The star plots, dot plots, and ANOVAs are presented for each study separately below.
Study 1: Construct Under-Representation
Star plots were used to visualize the overall pattern of differences across the four
dependent variables and across the four structural models (see Figure 7). These differences were
calculated as the absolute value to show the magnitude of the difference between the correctlyspecified and mis-specified models, but this does not show the direction. The data was scaled so
that each outcome difference was divided by the maximum value of that outcome difference.
This makes comparisons within outcome more intuitive. It shows where the difference between
the correctly-specified and mis-specified models were greatest, thereby showing where the
analyses are best able to detect the invalidity. The colors of the lines correspond to the different
64 cells of the study, with the cells labeled C1-C64 on the outer ring of the circle. Longer lines
represent greater differences between validity conditions.
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Figure 7. Star plots for all dependent variables with all structural models. Dependent variables
include mean difference in chi-square (Chisq), mean difference in RMSEA (RMSEA), mean
difference in CFI (CFI), and mean difference in percentage of Heywood cases (Heywood).
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Structural models include full mediation (FM), outcomes-only (OO), double-full mediation
(DM), and partial mediation (PM).

The full mediation and outcomes-only structural models were most similar, showing
largest differences in mean RMSEA, mean CFI, and mean percentage of Heywood cases. The
double-full mediation structural model showed the largest differences in chi-square with large
differences also found in mean RMSEA. The partial mediation model showed the smallest
differences across outcomes. However, using all levels of the remaining three independent
variables (factor loadings, structural coefficients, and sample size) creates a potentially
misleading picture due to the missing cells in the double-full mediation and partial mediation
models from when the structural coefficients went out of bounds. These plots were recreated
without those incomplete cells of data, specifically these plots do not include structural
coefficient levels .6 or .8. The remaining cells were present in all four structural models for all
four dependent variables, making the graphs more comparable (see Appendix G). The reduced
plot shows that chi-square and RMSEA differences are similar across structural models when
structural coefficient values are .4 and below.
The outcome measures showed different patterns, which will be detailed below. Most
notable in the star plot is that CFI showed differences in more cells than the other three outcome
measures. Chi-square and RMSEA peak when the independent variable values are largest, with
RMSEA requiring smaller values than chi-square to show these differences. The percentage of
replications with Heywood cases was similar to chi-square in having four major peaks but
instead of occurring when levels were high, the largest differences were found when independent
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variable values were small. CFI had more peaks than the other outcomes and also peaked in
different conditions and not just strictly when independent variable values were high or low.
The correlations between the four dependent variable difference values were calculated
and the results detail how the dependent variables compare with one another. The correlations
were computed for the difference values between the correctly-specified and mis-specified
models on the four outcomes. These correlations showed again that the difference in chi-square
and the difference in RMSEA were most similar while the correlations with the difference in CFI
values were weaker and the correlations with the difference in Heywood case percentage were
the weakest (see Table 1). As large CFI values indicate a better fit, while small chi-square and
RMSEA values indicate a better fit, the CFI correlations were uniquely negative. However, a
negative CFI difference shows that the correctly-specified model fit better than the mis-specified
model similar to a positive chi-square difference or positive RMSEA difference. The negative
correlation between CFI and percentage of Heywood cases is expected because models with
more highly correlated variables would tend to produce larger values for CFI and would be less
likely to produce Heywood cases. These correlations were also calculated for each structural
model separately, however these patterns held true across structural model (see Appendix H).
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Table 1
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values (Mis-Specified
Model Minus Correctly-Specified Model) for Outcome Measures
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.81

-

3. CFI

-.27

-.45

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .13
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.17

-.18

-

M

SD

18.85

32.44

.03

.04

-.01

.11

-8.82

12.57

Dot plots were used to look at the dependent variables separately in more detail. These
plot the four structural models separately, showing the 64 remaining cells of the study (4 levels
for the 3 remaining independent variables). For each plot, the correctly-specified and misspecified models average values are shown for each condition to visualize the difference between
these values. The full mediation model is shown below as an example, with the three remaining
structural models found in Appendix I.
Chi-square. The dot plot for chi-square illustrates that as the levels of the independent
variables increase, the difference between the correctly-specified and mis-specified models
increases (see Figure 8). The vertical blue line depicts the degrees of freedom and the correctlyspecified model average chi-square value for each cell of the study falls at or below this line.
The vertical green dashed line represents the critical value for chi-square with p = .05. The
difference between the correctly-specified and mis-specified models is most pronounced when
structural coefficients are .4 and greater with factor loadings .4 and greater. This is where we see
the mis-specified condition’s average chi-square become so large that it is statistically
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significant, while the correctly-specified condition’s average chi-square remains below the
dashed line and not statistically significant.

Figure 8. Mean chi-square values for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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A four-way ANOVA was conducted with the difference in chi-square values (misspecified model minus correctly-specified model) as the dependent variable, with the four
independent variables as the factors of the analysis (see Appendix J for Study 1 ANOVA
results). Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2 for all levels of the main effects showing
the correctly-specified and mis-specified conditions’ average values for comparison. Structural
coefficient had the strongest main effect (F(3,623792) = 376848.6, p < .001) with factor loading
the second strongest (F(3,623792) = 232510.6, p < .001). Structural model, while significant,
had the weakest main effect of the four independent variables (F(3,623792) = 37771.0, p < .001).
The interaction between structural coefficient and factor loading had the strongest interaction
(F(9,623792) = 96782.1, p < .001). The four-way interaction between all four independent
variables had the weakest interaction (F(54,623792) = 539.4, p < .001) . A Tukey HSD post-hoc
analysis shows that all structural models were statistically significantly different from all other
structural models. The mean differences show that the full mediation model and outcomes-only
model are most similar with the partial mediation model differing from the other three the most.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for Chi-Square for All Levels of All Factors by Validity Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

% p > .05 % p < .05

M

SD

% p > .05 % p < .05

FM

8.52

4.74

95.63

4.37

27.83 29.43

51.14

48.86

DM

12.44 5.51

95.44

4.56

37.28 44.30

56.82

43.18

PM

10.92 5.57

96.36

3.64

19.47 12.38

66.96

33.04

OO

8.90

7.51

94.65

5.35

27.95 26.64

50.95

49.05

250

9.70

5.55

95.57

4.43

17.62 13.26

68.52

31.48

500

9.86

5.92

95.36

4.64

25.05 23.58

56.70

43.30

750

9.99

6.47

95.38

4.62

32.48 34.10

49.35

50.65

1000

10.09 6.82

95.28

4.72

39.89 44.78

44.73

55.27

.2

8.71

4.35

98.32

1.68

11.21

5.25

93.27

6.73

.4

10.84 6.13

94.08

5.92

21.66 11.37

48.63

51.37

.6

10.65 6.81

94.08

5.92

49.41 43.83

26.35

73.65

.8

9.33

7.91

94.21

5.79

47.08 43.56

33.02

66.98

.2

9.78

7.95

95.28

4.72

11.87

7.68

88.99

11.01

.4

9.87

6.27

95.35

4.65

22.66 15.06

49.76

50.24

.6

9.94

5.27

95.54

4.46

36.39 34.40

40.66

59.34

.8

10.05 4.92

95.43

4.57

44.13 45.70

39.89

60.11

Structural
Model

Sample Size

Structural
Coefficient

Factor
Loading

Total
9.91 6.21
95.40
4.60
28.76 32.31
54.83
45.17
Note. The full mediation (FM) model has 9 degrees of freedom, the double-full mediation model
(DM) has 13 degrees of freedom, the partial mediation model (PM) has 12 degrees of freedom,
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and the outcomes-only model (OO) has 9 degrees of freedom. Columns % p > .05 and % p
< .05 sum to 100.00.
RMSEA. RMSEA behaved similarly to chi-square, but scaled down, which is expected

given that the equation for RMSEA (see Equation 1). Here, we find the expression

^ −df
nF
,
n×df

^ . By factoring this
where as previously mentioned we can substitute Chi-square for n F
2

expression, this becomes (1/n)(Χ −df )(1/df ) . The second and third factors, which together
2

are (Χ −df )/df , show how Chi-square relates to RMSEA. The numerator removes some of
the ill fit due to chance as df is the mean of the Chi-square distribution and the denominator
scales the Chi-square to the testability of the model. This results in the ill fit that is proportional
to n when df is held constant.
The largest differences occurred when independent variables were largest (see Figure 9).
When these values were smallest, the two conditions were sometimes indistinguishable. Sample
size appears to have a smaller, perhaps negligible, effect with RMSEA compared to chi-square,
due to the division by sample size in the equation. Largest factor loadings with largest structural
coefficients made for the biggest differentiation between the two conditions. Similar to chisquare, the difference between the correctly-specified and mis-specified conditions was visible
when structural coefficients were .4 and greater with factor loadings of .4 and greater across
sample size. This was especially visible when considering the conventional cutoff value of .06,
which is displayed by a vertical green dashed line in the dot plot. When structural coefficients
and factor loadings were greater than .4, the mis-specified condition’s average RMSEA was
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always above the cutoff value while the correctly-specified condition’s average RMSEA was
below the green line. A dotted purple line is included as the line of very poor fit (Hooper,
Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008). The mis-specified condition crosses this poor fit line when factor
loadings and structural coefficients are both .8.
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Figure 9. Mean RMSEA values for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
A four-way ANOVA clarified the above findings (see Appendix J for Study 1 ANOVA
results). Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 3 for all levels of the main effects showing
the correctly-specified and mis-specified models’ average values for comparison. Once again,
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structural coefficient had the strongest main effect (F(3,623792) = 155300.0, p < .001) with
factor loading as the second strongest (F(3,623792) = 109700.0, p < .001). Structural model was
a significant main effect (F(3,623792) = 14340.0, p < .001) and while not nearly as strong of an
effect as structural coefficient or factor loading, it was a stronger effect than sample size
(F(3,623792) = 2092.0, p < .001). The interaction between structural coefficients and factor
loadings remained the strongest interaction (F(9,623792) = 31380.0, p < .001). The four-way
interaction was the weakest and even with the large study sample size it was not significant
(F(54,623792) = 1.316, p = .06). A Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis mirrored the chi-square
findings with all structural models statistically significantly different from all other structural
models. The mean differences showed that the full mediation model and outcomes-only model
most similar and the partial mediation model most different from the other structural models.
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for RMSEA for All Levels of All Factors by Validity Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

% < .06

M

SD

% < .06

FM

.010

.016

98.80

.045

.039

67.63

DM

.010

.014

99.28

.040

.039

76.33

PM

.008

.014

99.17

.025

.023

91.94

OO

.011

.017

98.16

.045

.039

67.35

250

.013

.021

96.36

.041

.040

70.54

500

.010

.015

99.33

.041

.038

73.37

750

.008

.013

99.65

.041

.037

74.36

1000

.007

.011

99.75

.041

.036

74.89

.2

.005

.011

99.81

.012

.016

98.98

.4

.011

.016

98.30

.036

.021

88.53

.6

.012

.017

98.48

.067

.037

36.99

.8

.012

.018

98.08

.069

.047

45.87

.2

.009

.016

98.56

.014

.018

98.29

.4

.009

.016

98.59

.037

.026

79.46

.6

.010

.015

98.89

.053

.038

58.25

.8

.010

.015

99.05

.059

.045

57.16

Total

.010

.016

98.77

.041

.038

73.29

Structural Model

Sample Size

Structural Coefficient

Factor Loading

CFI. CFI behaved much differently from the prior two outcome measures (see Figure
10). Where the correctly-specified model’s chi-square and RMSEA seemed unaffected by the
study independent variables, the CFI is greatly affected. When the independent variable values
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were large, the correctly-specified model had a larger mean CFI than the mis-specified model
with construct under-representation. As the structural coefficients and factor loadings decreased,
this flipped so that the mis-specified model fit better than the correctly-specified model.

Figure 10. Mean CFI values for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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To investigate why the CFI flips, the baseline model chi-square was plotted separately.
These dot plots illuminate that when structural coefficients were small and factor loadings were
large the correctly-specified model had small mean baseline chi-squares while the mis-specified
model had large mean baseline chi-squares (see Appendix K). A small baseline chi-square
results in little room for improvement and a smaller CFI value, thereby explaining why in those
cells of the study the correctly-specified condition had a smaller mean CFI than the mis-specified
condition.
A four-way ANOVA was conducted to quantify the above findings (see Appendix J for
Study 1 ANOVA results). Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 4 for all levels of the
main effects showing the correctly-specified and mis-specified models’ average values for
comparison. The four-way ANOVA again showed structural coefficient as the strongest main
effect (F(3,623792) = 11296.89, p < .001) and factor loading as the second strongest
(F(3,623792) = 1485.98, p < .001). The structural model (F(3,623792) = 173.01, p < .001) and
sample size (F(3,623792) = 155.90, p < .001) were much smaller and close in magnitude. The
strongest interaction was again found between structural coefficient and factor loading
(F(9,623792) = 3134.69, p < .001).
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Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for CFI for All Levels of All Factors by Validity Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

% ≥ .95

M

SD

% ≥ .95

FM

.967

.108

87.70

.952

.077

69.64

DM

.990

.030

94.23

.978

.028

85.84

PM

.992

.023

95.25

.986

.021

94.79

OO

.962

.121

86.32

.951

.082

69.42

250

.968

.102

86.55

.960

.075

75.68

500

.974

.093

89.72

.963

.068

77.36

750

.978

.086

91.44

.964

.062

77.79

1000

.979

.087

92.07

.964

.059

77.89

.2

.957

.128

84.04

.978

.069

89.52

.4

.970

.096

87.27

.956

.081

78.80

.6

.990

.044

95.43

.948

.050

59.02

.8

.996

.021

98.87

.968

.028

76.49

.2

.969

.108

88.19

.954

.110

79.64

.4

.973

.098

89.4 4

.950

.059

66.17

.6

.977

.086

90.69

.966

.030

70.48

.8

.980

.075

91.46

.981

.019

92.42

Total

.975

.093

89.94

.963

.066

77.18

Structural Model

Sample Size

Structural Coefficient

Factor Loading

Percentage of Heywood cases. The percentage of Heywood cases (simulation samples
with negative residual variance and/or negative unique variance) were computed for each cell of
the study as well, as an evaluation metric for this analytic strategy. If a design of the study
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produces a high percentage of Heywood cases, this would suggest it may not be a good design
for validation studies. Here we see that when the structural coefficients were small and
especially when factor loadings were also small, there were more Heywood cases than when they
were large (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Percentage of replications with Heywood cases for the full mediation model for both
validity conditions.
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More Heywood cases were found in the correctly-specified condition than the misspecified condition (see Table 5). This is likely because the items in the mis-specified condition
are more correlated and therefore they share more common variance, reflected in the sizes of
their factor loadings. Looking closer at the full mediation model, there were more cases with
negative residual variance than negative unique variance for both the correctly-specified
condition (21,303 versus 3,093) and the mis-specified condition (4,184 versus 1,123) explaining
why the structural coefficients appear have a stronger effect in the dot plot than the factor
loadings. Heywood cases were only seen when study independent variable values were low,
especially structural coefficients, suggesting that these validation methods might not be effective
for tests with very low structural coefficients or factor loadings.
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Table 5
Descriptive Statistics for Percentage of Heywood Cases for All Levels of All Factors by Validity
Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

M

SD

FM

12.71

17.80

2.76

7.32

DM

14.90

18.51

9.71

13.52

PM

32.21

27.39

24.35

22.94

OO

13.93

17.39

3.02

7.36

250

22.52

22.97

11.98

18.37

500

17.18

21.02

8.13

14.76

750

14.15

19.01

6.08

12.46

1000

12.51

18.17

4.87

10.82

.2

42.10

14.70

20.19

19.64

.4

9.53

12.81

3.79

8.15

.6

2.17

4.85

1.13

3.28

.8

1.31

3.38

0.83

2.44

.2

27.60

21.98

16.96

17.98

.4

17.84

22.04

5.61

13.42

.6

12.78

18.77

4.46

11.30

.8

8.13

13.64

4.03

10.48

Total

16.59

20.59

7.77

14.53

Structural Model

Sample Size

Structural Coefficient

Factor Loading
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Study 2: Construct-Irrelevant Variance
Star plots were created to see the overall pattern of these differences across the four
dependent variables and across the four structural models (see Figure 12). As with Study 1,
these differences were calculated as absolute value to show the magnitude of the difference
between the correctly-specified and mis-specified models, which does not show the direction.
The data was scaled so that each outcome difference was divided by the maximum value of that
outcome difference to make comparisons within outcome more intuitive. The star plots show
where the differences between the correctly-specified and mis-specified models were greatest,
again showing where the analyses are best able to detect the invalidity. Just as before, the colors
of the lines correspond to the different 64 cells of the study, with the cells labeled C1-C64 on the
outer ring of the circle. Longer lines represent greater differences between validity conditions.
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Figure 12. Star plot for all dependent variables with all structural models. Dependent variables
include mean difference in chi-square (Chisq), mean difference in RMSEA (RMSEA), mean
difference in CFI (CFI), and mean difference in percentage of Heywood cases (Heywood).
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The overall pattern was similar to Study 1 in that the full mediation and outcomes-only
structural models looked most similar and showed the largest differences between the correctlyspecified and mis-specified models for chi-square, RMSEA, and CFI. Whereas in Study 1 the
double-full mediation structural model showed large differences for chi-square and RMSEA,
they are less so here. Once again, these plots use all levels of structural coefficient, creating a
potentially misleading picture due to the missing cells in the double-full mediation and partial
mediation models from when the structural coefficients went out of bounds. When these plots
were recreated without those structural coefficient values (0.6 and 0.8) the graphs look more
comparable (see Appendix L).
The individual outcome measures will be evaluated separately below, however this graph
allows for comparison between outcomes. Most notable in this study is how the first three
structural models (FM, OO, DM) showed smaller differences in frequency of Heywood cases
than the partial mediation model, whereas other outcomes had an opposite pattern. CFI showed
more peaks than chi-square and RMSEA, however it didn’t peak as frequently as in the first
study.
The correlations between the four dependent variables difference values were calculated
and the results detail how the dependent variables compare with one another, showing again the
difference in chi-square and the difference in RMSEA to be most similar. Once again these
correlations were computed using the difference values (mis-specified value minus correctlyspecified value) on the four outcomes. These correlations were very similar to the first study and
clarify what was displayed in the star plots. The difference in chi-square and the difference in
RMSEA were most similar while the correlations with the difference in CFI were weaker and the
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correlations with the difference in Heywood case frequency were the weakest (see Table 6).
Once again, the correlations with the difference in CFI were negative as expected. These
correlations were calculated separately by structural model and found a similar pattern, however
with some of the smaller correlations losing their significance with the smaller sample size (see
Appendix M).
Table 6
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values (Mis-Specified
Condition Minus Correctly-Specified Condition) for Outcome Measures
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.85

-

3. CFI

-.37

-.53

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .01
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.04

-.25

-

M

SD

17.28

39.29

.03

.04

-.02

.07

0.92

2.24

Dot plots are presented to look at each dependent variable separately in more detail.
These plot the four structural models separately, showing the 64 remaining cells of the study (4
levels for the 3 remaining independent variables). For each plot, the correctly-specified and misspecified models’ average values are shown for each condition to visualize the difference
between these values. The full mediation model is shown below as an example, with the three
remaining structural models found in Appendix N.
Chi-square. Similar to Study 1, the dot plot for chi-square illustrates that as the levels of
the independent variables increase, the difference between the correctly-specified and misspecified models increases (see Figure 13). The vertical blue line depicts the degrees of freedom
and the correctly-specified condition’s average chi-square value for each cell of the study falls at

IDENTIFYING CONSTRUCT INVALIDITY
or below this line. The mis-specified condition with construct-irrelevant variance’s average
value is close to the degrees of freedom when study independent variable values are small
(particularly structural coefficients and factor loadings). The vertical green dashed line
represents the critical value when p = .05. The difference between the correctly-specified and
mis-specified conditions is visible when structural coefficients are .6 and greater with factor
loadings .4 and greater across sample size. In those cells of the study, the correctly-specified
condition’s average chi-square fell below the critical value line while the mis-specified
condition’s average chi-square was greater than the critical value.
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Figure 13. Mean chi-square values for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
A four-way ANOVA was conducted using the difference in chi-square values (misspecified model minus correctly-specified model) as the dependent value, with the four
independent variables as the factors of the analysis (see Appendix O for Study 2 ANOVA
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results). Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 7 for all levels of the main effects showing
the correctly-specified and mis-specified models’ average values for comparison. Structural
coefficient had the strongest main effect (F(3,623792) = 899837.9, p < .001) with factor loading
the second strongest (F(3,623792) = 342472.9, p < .001). Structural model, while significant,
had the weakest of the four main effects (F(3,623792) = 80418.5, p < .001). The interaction
between structural coefficient and factor loading had the strongest interaction (F(9,623792) =
230180.3, p < .001). The four-way interaction had the weakest interaction (F(54,623792) =
404.8, p < .001). A Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis shows that all structural models were
statistically significantly different from all other structural models. The mean differences show
that the full mediation model and outcomes-only model are most similar with the partial
mediation model different from the other three the most.
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Table 7
Descriptive Statistics for Chi-Square for All Levels of All Factors by Validity Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

M

SD

Mis-Specified

% p > .05

% p < .05

M

SD

% p > .05 % p < .05

Structural
Model
FM

8.95 4.59

95.07

4.93

30.47 44.69

59.37

40.63

DM

12.99 5.34

94.98

5.02

28.73 32.71

68.23

31.77

PM

11.95 5.27

94.92

5.08

14.91

7.41

82.18

17.82

OO

9.21 7.64

94.57

5.43

30.58 44.76

59.11

40.89

250

10.42 5.32

94.56

5.44

17.24 15.30

74.35

25.65

500

10.45 5.96

94.74

5.36

24.24 28.38

66.03

33.97

750

10.43 6.36

95.06

4.94

31.22 41.75

61.33

38.67

1000

10.40 6.99

95.13

4.87

38.12 55.15

57.72

42.28

.2

10.55 4.99

95.33

4.67

10.70

5.01

95.02

4.98

.4

10.83 5.57

94.61

5.39

14.88

7.41

77.17

22.83

.6

10.50 6.34

94.70

5.30

36.57 32.50

33.87

66.13

.8

9.25 8.66

94.75

5.25

74.06 70.29

26.39

73.61

.2

10.47 8.94

94.65

5.35

11.08

6.87

92.10

7.90

.4

10.38 4.96

95.01

4.99

18.85 12.41

62.40

37.60

.6

10.42 4.93

94.88

5.12

35.52 40.40

53.12

46.88

.8

10.43 4.93

94.95

5.05

45.39 59.21

51.80

48.20

Sample Size

Structural
Coefficient

Factor
Loading

Total
10.42 6.19
94.87
5.13
27.71 38.95
64.86
35.14
Note. The full mediation (FM) model has 9 degrees of freedom, the double-full mediation model
(DM) has 13 degrees of freedom, the partial mediation model (PM) has 12 degrees of freedom,
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and the outcomes-only model (OO) has 9 degrees of freedom. Columns % p > .05 and % p
< .05 sum to 100.00.
RMSEA. RMSEA behaved similarly to chi-square, but scaled down (see Figure 14).
The largest differences were again when the independent variables were largest. These results
were very similar to Study 1 where sample size appears to have a negligible effect while large
factor loadings with large structural coefficients resulted in the biggest differentiation between
the two conditions. The vertical green dashed line depicts the conventional cutoff value of .06.
The difference between the correctly-specified and mis-specified conditions were again seen
when structural coefficients were .6 and greater with factor loadings .6 and greater across sample
size. There it is found that the correctly-specified condition’s average RMSEA value remains
below the cutoff and the mis-specified condition’s average RMSEA crosses above the cutoff.
The dotted purple line again represents very poor fit. In this study, the mis-specified condition
crosses into very poor fit when structural coefficients are .8 and factor loadings are .6 or .8.
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Figure 14. Mean RMSEA values for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
A four-way ANVOA clarified the above findings (see Appendix O for Study 2 ANOVA
results). Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 8 for all levels of the main effects showing
the correctly-specified and mis-specified models’ average values for comparison. Structural
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coefficient had the strongest main effect (F(3,623792) = 375400.0, p < .001), followed by factor
loading (F(3,623792) = 141000.0, p < .001). As expected from viewing the dot plot, sample size
had the weakest main effect (F(3,623792) = 2981.0, p < .001). The interaction between
structural coefficients and factor loadings had the strongest interaction (F(9,623792) = 63650.0,
p < .001) and the four-way interaction was the weakest and not significant (F(54,623792) = 0.51,
p = .999). A Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis showed that most structural models were statistically
significantly different from the other structural models, aside from the full mediation and
outcomes-only models. The mean differences show that the full mediation model and outcomesonly models were most similar while the partial mediation model differed most.
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Table 8
Descriptive Statistics for RMSEA for All Levels of All Factors by Validity Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

% < .06

M

SD

% < .06

FM

.011

.016

98.60

.043

.047

72.48

DM

.010

.015

99.22

.031

.034

81.12

PM

.011

.015

99.12

.017

.018

98.07

OO

.012

.018

98.11

.043

.018

72.29

250

.016

.022

95.58

.038

.044

75.91

500

.011

.016

99.49

.036

.042

79.05

750

.009

.013

99.77

.036

.041

79.23

1000

.008

.011

99.85

.036

.041

79.22

.2

.010

.015

99.15

.011

.015

99.13

.4

.011

.016

98.59

.022

.019

97.11

.6

.011

.017

98.47

.054

.033

53.92

.8

.012

.018

98.19

.091

.059

35.95

.2

.011

.017

98.04

.013

.017

98.37

.4

.011

.016

98.91

.030

.026

85.58

.6

.011

.016

98.87

.048

.045

65.72

.8

.011

.016

98.88

.055

.055

63.74

Total

.011

.016

98.67

.036

.042

78.36

Structural Model

Sample Size

Structural Coefficient

Factor Loading

CFI. Unlike chi-square and RMSEA, CFI behaved differently for Study 2 than Study 1.
Here the correctly-specified condition was almost always larger on average than the misspecified condition (see Figure 15). There were a few cells where the values were nearly
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identical and even some where the mis-specified was slightly larger than the correctly-specified,
but not the extent found in Study 1. The difference between the two conditions was largest when
the independent variable values were large. The vertical green dashed line represents the
conventional cutoff of .95. When structural coefficients are .8 and factor loadings are .6 or
greater the mis-specified condition falls below this cutoff while the correctly-specified condition
remains above the cutoff. Unexpectedly, this difference is greater when the factor loadings are .6
rather than .8 as seen with other outcome measures. The baseline chi-square dot plots help show
that when the effect coefficient is .8 both models have the most improvement to be made as those
chi-squares are much larger than at other values, this makes the mean CFI larger for both the
correctly-specified and mis-specified conditions (see Appendix P).
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Figure 15. Mean CFI values for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
The four-way ANOVA was conducted to quantify the above findings (see Appendix O
for Study 2 ANOVA results). Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 9 for all levels of the
main effects showing the correctly-specified and mis-specified models’ average values for
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comparison. The four-way ANOVA showed the structural coefficient as the strongest main
effect (F(3,623792) = 12754.95, p < .001). However, now the structural model had the second
strongest main effect (F(3,623792) = 4438.04, p < .001). While still significant, sample size had
a much weaker main effect (F(3,623792) = 23.24, p < .001). The interaction between structural
coefficients and factor loadings had the strongest interaction (F(9,623792) = 3554.40, p < .001).
A Tukey HSD post-hoc analysis found again that most structural models were statistically
significantly different from the other structural models, except for the full mediation and
outcomes-only models. The mean differences show that the full mediation and outcomes-only
models were again most similar and that the partial mediation model was most different.
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Table 9
Descriptive Statistics for CFI for All Levels of All Factors by Validity Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

% ≥ .95

M

SD

% ≥ .95

FM

.987

.054

94.57

.962

.065

72.28

DM

.994

.021

97.03

.985

.023

95.35

PM

.994

.019

97.08

.991

.019

96.72

OO

.985

.062

94.07

.961

.068

71.95

250

.982

.062

91.89

.966

.070

78.07

500

.989

.047

95.35

.972

.055

81.11

750

.992

.041

96.73

.974

.049

82.43

1000

.994

.034

97.52

.975

.044

83.44

.2

.982

.060

91.49

.981

.063

90.98

.4

.989

.049

95.47

.980

.058

91.02

.6

.994

.036

97.86

.968

.039

81.26

.8

.996

.019

99.22

.942

.043

42.33

.2

.971

.089

87.01

.966

.092

83.95

.4

.991

.025

95.00

.970

.038

78.36

.6

.996

.008

99.48

.969

.038

77.98

.8

.999

.003

100.00

.981

.028

84.76

Total

.989

.048

95.37

.972

.056

81.26

Structural Model

Sample Size

Structural Coefficient

Factor Loading

Percentage of Heywood cases. The percentage of replications with Heywood cases was
again computed for each cell of the study to compare the correctly-specified and mis-specified
conditions in addition to use for evaluation of model design. Here it is again found that when the
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independent variable values were smallest there were the most Heywood cases in both conditions
(see Figure 16). When these values were largest there were zero or near zero Heywood cases,
thereby making the difference between the correctly-specified and mis-specified conditions
largest when the independent variable values were smallest.
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Figure 16. Percentage of replications with Heywood cases for the full mediation model for both
validity conditions.
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Where this study differed from the previous study is that the correctly-specified condition
had fewer replications with Heywood cases than the mis-specified condition (see Table 10). Just
as the first study, when looking closer at the full mediation, there were again more cases with
negative residual variance than negative unique variance for both the correctly-specified
condition (2,251 versus 363) and the mis-specified condition (3,189 versus 737) explaining why
the structural coefficients appear to have a stronger effect in the dot plot than the factor loadings.
Overall, Heywood cases were only found when factor loadings were smallest (.2), suggesting
these validation methods might not be effective for tests with very small factor loadings unless
that occurs with large structural coefficients and a large sample size.
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Table 10
Descriptive Statistics for Percentage of Heywood Cases for All Levels of All Factors by Validity
Condition
Correctly-Specified
Factor

Mis-Specified

M

SD

M

SD

FM

1.36

4.63

2.04

5.94

DM

1.45

4.62

2.36

6.18

PM

3.04

8.35

5.52

11.56

OO

1.94

4.92

2.32

5.99

250

4.14

9.20

6.11

11.45

500

1.76

4.53

2.64

6.47

750

0.88

2.23

1.38

3.78

1000

0.49

1.20

0.82

2.36

.2

3.94

8.72

5.89

11.06

.4

1.18

3.19

1.82

4.80

.6

0.62

1.76

0.82

2.39

.8

0.65

1.83

1.13

3.28

.2

7.10

9.02

10.13

11.43

.4

0.14

0.57

0.53

2.07

.6

0.02

0.11

0.18

0.85

.8

0.01

0.03

0.11

0.54

Total

1.82

5.43

2.74

7.20

Structural Model

Sample Size

Structural Coefficient

Factor Loading
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Applied Example
This section illustrates the detection of construct under-representation and constructirrelevant variance using a real data set. The Galveston Bay Recovery Study, 2008-2010
(National Center for Disaster Mental Health Research, Galea, & Norris, 2016) was selected for
this numeric example as it includes multiple scales with a medium sample size.3 Participants
included 658 individuals who survived Hurricane Ike in Galveston Bay, Texas in 2008.
Participants were interviewed at three time periods on measures including their hurricane
experience, PTSD, depression, anxiety, and more.
Method
Construct Under-Representation. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) was selected
for analysis on construct under-representation because it included several subscales and can most
closely replicate the simulation design. PTSD was measured with the commonly used scale
PCL-C, which is a checklist of PTSD symptoms for civilians. The 17 items measure criteria B
(re-experiencing), criteria C (avoidance), and criteria D (arousal) from the DSM. Some
additional yes/no questions were asked to measure other DSM criteria in addition to assessing
the recency of symptom presentation. For the purposes of this analysis, only parts of the PCL-C
items will be used in analysis of PTSD.
This applied example was constructed to resemble the full mediation and outcomes-only
models from the simulation study. For the full mediation model, the structural model included
the sum scores for the PCL-C at Time 1 and Time 3 and the focal construct included PTSD at
Time 2, which mediated between Time 1 and Time 3 (see Figure 17).

3

Thank you to Dr. Jay Verkuilen for suggesting The Galveston Bay Recovery Study data set.
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Figure 17. Full mediation structural equation model for real data example.
Similarly to the simulation study, two structural equation models were compared on fit
measures to determine the ability to recognize invalidity. One model included indicators from
each of the three criteria (see Figure 18a) and the under-represented model included only
indicators from one criterion (see Figure 18b). The fully represented model included six
indicators, with two selected from each of the three subscales. The indicators selected had the
strongest standardized loadings within each subscale (B1, B5, C4, C5, D4, and D5). These two
items from each subscale had correlated uniquenesses in the structural equation model. The
under-represented model included only the first six items from the second subscale (criteria C).
This subscale had enough items to allow for six items chosen, making it most comparable to the
correctly-specified model. The under-represented model also had three item pairs with
correlated uniquenesses, selected through a sequential modification index search.
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(a) Correctly-Specified Model
(b) Mis-Specified Model
Figure 18. Full mediation models fit to the data for two validity conditions for real data example.
For the outcomes-only model, the structural model included the focal construct of PTSD
at Time 1 with two outcomes as sum scores for the PCL-C at Time 2 and Time 3 (see Figure 19).
The correctly-specified model included the same six items as the full mediation model (B1, B5,
C4, C5, D4, and D5) however now measured at Time 1, with the two items from each subscale
having correlated uniquenesses. The mis-specified model with construct under-representation
again included the first six items from criteria C, however now measured at Time 1, with the
same item pairs with correlated uniquenesses.
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Figure 19. Outcomes-only structural equation model for real data example.
Construct-Irrelevant Variance. This applied example was also constructed for both the
full mediation model and outcomes-only model. For the full mediation model, the structural
model again included the sum scores for the PCL-C at Time 1 and Time 3 and the focal construct
included PTSD at Time 2, which mediated between Time 1 and Time 3. The correctly-specified
model mirrored the correctly-specified model in the construct under-representation example
where two items were selected from each of the three subscales (B1, B5, C4, C5, D4, and D5)
and their uniquenesses correlated (see Figure 18a). To introduce construct-irrelevant variance,
composite scores were created for the six observed variables using the first six items from the
generalized anxiety disorder measure (GAD-7), which was measured at Time 1 (see Figure 20).
The model with construct-irrelevant variance also had three item pairs with correlated
uniquenesses, selected through a sequential modification index search.
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Figure 20. Full mediation model fit to the data for mis-specified validity condition for constructirrelevant variance real data example.

For the outcomes-only model, the structural model again included the focal construct of
PTSD at Time 1 with two outcomes as sum scores for the PCL-C at Time 2 and Time 3. The
correctly-specified model mirrored the construct under-representation study where it included the
same six items as the full mediation model (B1, B5, C4, C5, D4, and D5) however now
measured at Time 1, with the two items from each subscales having correlated uniquenesses.
The mis-specified model with construct-irrelevant variance again included the six composite
items where the items were summed with those from the GAD scale, however again now using
the PTSD items from Time 1. This model again included three item pairs with correlated
uniquenesses selected through a sequential modification index search.
Results
This section first presents the findings for both structural models of the construct underrepresentation example and then the findings for both structural models of the constructirrelevant variance example.
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Construct Under-Representation. In the construct under-representation example, the
correctly-specified model fit better than the mis-specified model for both the full mediation and
outcomes-only structural models. For the full mediation model, the correctly-specified model fit
better than the mis-specified model with construct under-representation on all three measures of
fit (see Table 11). While the correctly-specified model’s chi-square was significant, it met the
conventional cutoff criteria for CFI and RMSEA while the mis-specified model only met the
criteria for CFI. The SEM results show factor loadings ranging from .639 to .720 for the
correctly specified model and .581 to .796 for the mis-specified model. Structural coefficients
ranged from .688 to .728 for the correctly specified model and .652 to .661 for the mis-specified
model.
The outcomes-only structural model showed a similar pattern. The correctly-specified
model fit better than the mis-specified model with construct under-representation on all three
measures of fit (see Table 11). Once again while the correctly-specified model’s chi-square was
statistically significant, the CFI meets the cutoff criteria for good fit and RMSEA is near the
cutoff, while the mis-specified model only met the cutoff criteria for CFI. The SEM results show
factor loadings ranging from .591 to 0.684 for the correctly specified model and .616 to .704 for
the mis-specified model. Structural coefficients ranged from .562 to .716 for the correctly
specified model and .557 to .666 for the mis-specified model.
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Table 11
SEM Fit Indices for Construct Under-Representation Example
Model

χ2

df

N

p

CFI

RMSEA

RMSEA
90% CI

RMSEA
p

Full Mediation
Correctly-specified

37.73

17

445

.012

.989

.046

.021-.069

.589

Mis-specified

86.61

17

447

.000

.952

.096

.076-.116

.000

45.10

16

445

.000

.977

.064

.042-.086

.135

Mis-specified
61.67
16
446
.000
.967
.080 .059-.102
Note. The null hypothesis for the RMSEA significance test states that RMSEA ≤ .05.

.009

Outcomes Only
Correctly-specified

These values are similar to the cell of the simulation study with a sample size of 500,
factor loadings of .6, and structural coefficients of .6. For that cell of the simulation with both
structural models, the correctly-specified condition’s chi-square value was less than half the size
of the mis-specified condition’s chi-square. For both structural models in the simulation study,
the correctly-specified condition’s RMSEA was below the cutoff value of .06, while the misspecified condition’s RMSEA approached the poor fit cutoff. CFI followed this pattern where
the correctly-specified condition’s value was above the cutoff value of .95 while the misspecified condition fell below the cutoff. As such, the real data example results were consistent
with the direction of these simulation findings.
Construct-Irrelevant Variance. The construct-irrelevant variance results similarly
showed that the correctly-specified model fit better than the mis-specified model with constructirrelevant variance for both the full mediation and outcomes-only structural models. The
correctly-specified model is the same as in the construct under-representation example and so for
the full mediation model, the correctly-specified model fit better than the mis-specified model
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with construct-irrelevant variance on all three outcome measures (see Table 12). Again, the
correctly-specified model had a statistically significant chi-square value, but CFI and RMSEA
met the threshold for acceptable fit. No measures met the criteria for good fit for the misspecified model. The SEM results show factor loadings ranging from .639 to .720 for the
correctly specified model and .650 to .803 for the mis-specified model. Structural coefficients
ranged from .688 to .728 for the correctly specified model and 0.396 to 0.436 for the misspecified model.
The outcomes-only structural model again has the same correctly-specified model as the
construct under-representation example and similarly resulted in the correctly-specified model
fitting better than the mis-specified model with construct-irrelevant variance (see Table 12)
While the correctly-specified model’s chi-square was significant, the CFI met the cutoff for good
fit and RMSEA approached the cutoff, whereas the mis-specified model did not reach the cutoff
for either measure. The SEM results show factor loadings ranging from .591 to .684 for the
correctly specified model and .643 to .804 for the mis-specified model. Structural coefficients
ranged from .562 to .716 for the correctly-specified model and .369 to .488 for the mis-specified
model.
The creation of the mis-specified model uses item parceling to create the items, which
can be controversial. Kline (2011) recommends only using item parceling when subdomain
unidimensionality can be confidently assumed. This example summed relevant items with
irrelevant items to create the scale items and these results suggest that researchers with a mix of
such items would be able to detect a problem in their model.
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Table 12
SEM Fit Indices for Construct-Irrelevant Variance Example
Model

χ2

df

N

p

CFI

RMSEA

RMSEA
90% CI

RMSEA
p

Full Mediation
Correctly-specified

37.73

17

445

.012

.989

.046

.021-.069

.589

191.24

17

426

.000

.876

.155

.136-.175

.000

45.10

16

445

.000

.977

.064

.042-.086

.135

Mis-specified
113.70
16
426
.000
.934
.120 .100-.141
Note. The null hypothesis for the RMSEA significance test states that RMSEA ≤ .05.

.000

Mis-specified
Outcomes Only
Correctly-specified

These values had smaller average structural coefficients and are more similar to the cell
of the simulation study with a sample size of 500, factor loadings of .6 or .8, and structural
coefficients of .6 or .4. For those cell of the simulation with both structural models, the
correctly-specified condition’s chi-square value was smaller than the size of the mis-specified
condition’s chi-square. For both structural models in the simulation study, the correctlyspecified condition’s RMSEA was smaller than the mis-specified condition’s RMSEA. CFI
followed this pattern where the correctly-specified condition’s value was larger than the misspecified condition. Similarly, these results were consistent with the simulation findings and
indicate that correctly-specified models had a better fit than the mis-specified models due to the
invalidity in the model construction.
Discussion
In this dissertation, I aimed to answer the question whether test validation is limited to
internal evidence, or does it additionally include external evidence. To do so, I tested if the
nomological net can provide validity evidence through the detection of invalidity. The results
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confirmed my prediction that at least under some circumstances, a model with mis-specification
due to construct invalidity in the underlying test would not fit as well as a correctly-specified
model without construct invalidity in the underlying test. The results demonstrated that it is
possible detect construct invalidity, both construct under-representation and construct-irrelevant
variance, under some circumstances, specifically when standardized factor loadings and
standardized structural coefficients were large.
These results are presented with the understanding that in practice, a researcher will not
know beforehand whether their test is valid and will not know whether they are looking for
construct under-representation or construct-irrelevant variance. Despite that, these findings can
assist a researcher in identifying potential invalidity. In general, if a researcher has a poor-fitting
model but has strong standardized structural coefficients (.6 or greater) and strong standardized
factor loadings (.4 or greater), then they might have invalidity due to construct underrepresentation or construct-irrelevant variance. Increasing the sample size can help offset weak
loadings or weak effects and help with identification of invalidity, but only to a degree. Even
with a large sample size, models with weak standardized factor loadings and weak structural
coefficients will not result in a poor fit for tests that lack validity.
These findings support the broad view of construct validity which includes external
evidence in the validation of a test. The broad view asserts that defining a construct includes
describing its relationships with other variables. The detection of invalidity in the present studies
demonstrates the relevance of the nomological net (relationships with other variables) in test
validation. The theory and types of invalidity were proposed by Messick (1989), who was an
advocate of the broad view of validity which some may argue biases the present study to support
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the broad view. Regardless, the detection of invalidity through the nomological net contradicts
the narrow view of test validity and presents a challenge to supporters of the narrow view, who
thereby cannot simultaneously reject external evidence and support Messick’s theory of
invalidity. It is not clear how supporters of the narrow view might define test invalidity exclusive
of Messick’s described two types of invalidity.
Advocates of the narrow view of validity criticized the open-ended nature of the broad
view’s methods of defining a construct (Brodbeck, 1957; Becktoldt, 1959). They instead
propose a two-step process, where a test is first constructed and validated, and second, the
external evidence is included when the significance of the score of ascertained. Proponents of
the narrow view have argued that the broad view leaves a construct undefined and Becktoldt
(1959) went so far as to argue that new information is defining new constructs rather than
revising known constructs. That argument, however, leaves the narrow view advocating that test
validation is fixed and cannot be revised with new information, such as from external evidence.
The belief that test validation is fixed is inconsistent with fallabilism, the doctrine that absolute
confidence about empirical knowledge is unattainable, which is a conventional norm of scientific
practice. This conflict presents a challenge to advocates of the narrow view to explain how the
narrow view of test validation can at once define a construct that is unchanging yet also remain
fallible. Maraun (1998) might argue that a construct’s definition is fixed as a piece of grammar
or rules and this is not an empirical matter. However, defining a construct falls short of
validating a test to measure a construct, which would remain an empirical matter. Alternatively,
following the broad view, this process would not simply mean validating a construct post-test
construction, as argued by Embretson and Gorin (2001), but rather suggests a back-and-forth
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relationship between construct validation and test construction. This process would be analogous
to the scientific method that instructs us to test a hypothesis and use those results to refine our
hypotheses for future research.
The present results offer further support for the belief that one cannot measure a test focal
construct in isolation. Understanding a construct’s relationships in the nomological net informs
the validity of a test score and validates a test for a given purpose. The narrow view, by
discounting external evidence from the validation process, does not include score interpretations,
uses, or ethics in the validation assessment. The broad view’s inclusion of external information
as part of test validation is not intended as synonymous to the significance of the test score, as
argued by Brodbeck (1957) and Becktoldt (1959). Instead, it means that a score itself cannot be
validated as a measure of a focal construct without more information. For example, a researcher
using only internal evidence may validate a test looking at the test items and practical constraints
of testing and miss construct-irrelevant variance due to score pollution (or teaching to the test).
The broad and narrow views of test validity are asymmetrical. Both views include
internal evidence as a necessary component of test validity, but the broad view expands on this to
include external evidence too. This study tested the relevance of external evidence only.
Proponents of the narrow view of test validity cannot just argue the importance of internal
evidence of test validity, but they must also discount external evidence and deem it not relevant
to test validity. A similar study in support of the internal view of test validity would need to
show that all forms of invalidity are detectable with internal evidence while also showing that
none are detectable with external evidence.
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Given the prevalence of testing in psychology, education, and beyond, these results have
wide-ranging implications. They reinforce the Standards’ (2014) inclusion of relationships to
other variables and consequences of testing in their identified five types of validity evidence. As
previously mentioned, the Standards use as testing guidelines is far-reaching. For example, The
Principles for the Validation and Use of Personnel Selection Procedures from the Society for
Industrial and Organization Psychology heavily references the Standards and even says, "The
Principles is intended to be consistent with the Standards" (Principles, 2018, p. 1). The
Principles, therefore, emphasize the same five types of validity evidence. By including the
relationships with other variables in the types of validity evidence, both the Standards and
Principles uphold the broad view of test validity.
The inclusion of external evidence of validity in the Standards increases the research
priorities of understanding the relationships with other variables, whereas, without this support,
they could become secondary in consideration. This will aid test developers in the construction
of tests and test administrators in the use of tests. These findings highlight the need to look at
invalidity for anomalous external findings. This will help reduce the potential misuse of tests.
The narrow and broad views of test validation advocate for very different test validation
procedures. Test developers following the narrow view would collect internal validity evidence
only. Internal evidence would include things related to the test items’ content, design, and
analysis. Embretson (1983) advocated that test developers utilize mathematical analyses on the
item properties to remove test items that do not adequately measure the focal construct. With the
present study supporting the broad view of test validity, test developers would need to expand
their test validation procedures to include external evidence of test validity. Cronbach and Meehl
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(1955) stated, "to validate a claim that a test measures a construct, a nomological net surrounding
the concept must exist" (p. 291). Therefore, a test developer would need to additionally collect
data on related variables in the nomological net to support the test’s validity. Finally, in
accordance with Messick’s (1980) research, an evaluation of the tests’ uses and the ethics of
these proposed uses would be required.
This validation method is relevant for all psychological and educational constructs, with
variations in implementation focusing on the structure of the nomological net. For example,
researchers have created and tested a measure on state and trait hopelessness called The StateTrait Hopelessness Scale (Dunn et al., 2014). Hopelessness has been found to be related to
progression of physical health diseases (Dunn et al., 2014) as well as suicide ideation and suicide
attempt (Burr, Rahm-Knigge, & Conner, 2018). Validation of this measure on hopelessness
considered both constructs of state hopelessness and trait hopelessness. Dunn et al. (2014)
evaluated the two constructs using a factor analysis and tested concurrent validity with other
measures, however further validation testing should investigate the nomological net surrounding
both constructs. It would be helpful to know how other variables are related to state and trait
hopelessness and if they differ, which could inform the use of this measure. For example, Burr,
Rahm-Knigge, and Conner (2018) found trait hopelessness to be significantly associated with
suicide attempt and several indicators of suicide ideation while state hopelessness was only
significantly associated with one indicator of suicide ideation. Possible future research could
explore if state and trait hopelessness differ in relation to various DSM diagnoses, which could
further inform treatment.
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Limitations
The studies were designed to be generalizable to various model designs. It is understood
that the models used are not comprehensive of all possible models found in validation research.
For example, Miranda, Osman, Blais-Rochette, Gaudrea, & Whitley (2019) tested the validity of
the Musical Ethnocultural Identity Scale (MEIS) and tested its relationship with happiness. In
this model, self-esteem mediated the effect of MEI on happiness (a partial mediation model) with
two additional latent variables (extraversion and emotional stability) as additional exogenous
variables affect happiness. Another example, presented by Preacher and Hayes (2008), is a
multiple mediation model where there are many mediating variables. These models are not
exactly replicated in the present study’s structural models and other such models exist in
validation research, however the present study’s structural models are simplified examples and a
good starting point for the present research. In practice, structural models are determined by the
theory surrounding the focal construct and the tests are designed to capture that theory. Unlike
typical SEM context, this means we are confident in our structural model and it is the data that is
being developed (through the test design and revision). More specifically, in typical SEM
context, researchers are trying to determine the correct model that fits their dataset.
Alternatively, in test validation research, researchers have a model determined by theory and
they are working to produce the correct dataset with an accurate test.
Additionally, some researchers have argued against the use of full mediation models,
arguing that it is not practical that any single variable fully accounts for the association between
two other variables (Woody, 2011). A full mediation model is often thought of as perfect or
complete mediation, but in practice, a full mediation means that the effect of X on Y is not
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statistically significantly different from zero when the focal construct is introduced as a mediator
(Preacher & Kelley, 2011). Preacher and Kelley caution that a small sample size can lead one to
believe they have perfect mediation, but that is because they have a smaller total effect to
account for than when the sample size is large. As the presented studies do not use a small
sample size, this should mitigate this limitation. Additionally, a full mediation model gives us
testable constraints in our structural equation models that would not be found if all paths were
freely estimated.
As discussed in the methods and results sections, the double-full mediation and partial
mediation structural models resulted in negative residual variances for the standardized variables
when the structural coefficients were largest. To maintain symmetry in the study design, this
resulted in missing data for those cells of the study. Alternatively, one might have chosen to
select structural coefficient values within the possible range even though they would not match
the values in the other structural model conditions. Alternatively, one could have chosen to
manipulate the R-squared values instead of the standardized structural coefficients.
The chi-square test for model fit has been criticized for its sensitivity to sample size;
when sample sizes are large, a small discrepancy between the model and the data often results in
a significant chi-square value (Kline, 2011). The present studies compare two validity
conditions to compare chi-square values between them, however in practice researchers will only
have one data point and not know which validity condition it belongs. An alternative analysis
(and perhaps future research) could have been to utilize the two-step approach proposed by
Anderson and Gerbing (1988). In this method, researchers evaluate nested models by first
evaluating the measurement model and then adding the structural model to determine change in
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chi-square. While this method had been criticized as having hard to meet assumptions (Fornell
& Yi, 1992; Hayduk & Glaser, 2000), it survived this criticism and was supported and expanded
by other researchers (Mulaik & Millsap, 2000).
This study was limited to models with homogeneous factor loadings and structural
coefficients, but this is not always the case in real data. These values were kept constant to rein
in the size of the study; however, it is understood that the results may vary depending on the
variability of these values.
Future Research
Now that these results have answered the proposed research question, finding that the
nomological net can provide useful validity evidence, future research can dive deeper into
identifying what circumstances result in the most effective detection of invalidity. This research
looked at four independent variables manipulating different aspects of the model, finding that
large standardized structural coefficients and factor loadings result in the best detection of
invalidity. Future research could investigate what other factors might also aid in this detection.
For example, future research can manipulate the length, homogeneity, or dimensionality of the
test to see how that affects the detection of invalidity. More specifically, future research can look
into how these factors interact with invalidity, like how test length interacts with construct underrepresentation. Future research can explore how lengthening a test impacts under-representation
or if long tests mask this invalidity.
Additionally, future research can explore if these results replicate under different
conditions. For example, this research only investigated tests with continuous variables. More
research can be conducted to see what this would look like with dichotomous or polytomous test
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items. As stated in the methods section, the present study was focused on test validation
methodology and not on testing SEM methodology. Therefore, the present study utilized well
established SEM methods (maximum likelihood with continuous variables).
This future research can also consider examples outside of classical test theory models,
such as by examining models with correlated error or MIMIC models with person covariates or
even item covariates. Researchers will need to be attentive to their use of covariates, and include
only relevant covariates, so that they do not reduce or eliminate the focal construct they aim to
measure (Bentler, 2016). De Boeck and Wilson (2014) describe further the use of covariates
with latent variables and specifically the use of item covariates with or without person
covariates.
A goal of future research can be to develop diagnostics for test invalidity. By using these
simulations as a starting point, researchers can identify different types of tests and SEMs in
practice and identify where one might see test invalidity or how invalidity would present in SEM
results. Using this information, test developers and administrators can further ensure the
appropriate, accurate, and ethical use of tests.
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Appendix A
Structural Equation Modeling
Structural equation modeling (SEM) combines a structural model with a measurement model,
allowing for analysis of the relationships between latent variables measured by observed
variables. The structural model component is like a path analysis where the measurement model
is like a factor analysis. LISREL statistical software allows for analysis of SEMs using eight
matrices. The full LISREL model, however, can alternatively be simplified by reducing the
typical eight matrices to four. This simplified syntax is known as the LISREL Submodel 3B or
more commonly as all-y notation. It accomplishes this reduction by treating all observed
variables as endogenous variables. LISREL notation has become the standard for researchers
expressing their models in algebraic form. The all-y notation additionally can be seen in other
statistical software (such as lavaan or Mplus). The R package simsem uses all-y notation for
model specification.
The all-y notation includes four parameter matrices: a lambda-y (Λy) matrix for the
loadings for all measured variables, a psi (Ψ) matrix for the variances and covariances of the
residual variables in the structural model, a beta (Β) matrix for the causal path, and a theta
epsilon (Θε) matrix for the measurement errors for all measured variables. Using this notation,
the covariance matrix for y would be written as:
−1

' −1

'

Σ=Λ y (I −Β) Ψ (I −Β ) Λ y +Θε (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1996).
The data simulation uses this all-y notation for the population model and uses lavaan
notation for the model fit to the data. The parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood,
which assumes that observed variables are multivariate normally distributed (Raykov &
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Marcoulides, 2006). This method "aims at finding estimates for the model parameters that
maximize the likelihood of observing the available data if one were to collect data from the same
population again" (p. 30).
SEMs are analyzed for model goodness of fit using a variety of assessments. These
quantitatively analyze how well the proposed model fits the data. The most common fit
assessments are the goodness-of-fit chi-square and root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA) and the comparative fit index (CFI). Chi-square is calculated with the null hypothesis
that the model is a perfect fit to the population covariance matrix. A corresponding p-value is
calculated and the traditional standard of .05 is often used to determine if the null hypothesis can
be rejected. Small values of chi-square (and p-values greater than .05) show a better model fit
than large values of chi-square (and p-values less than .05). RMSEA similarly has a known
distribution and supporting p-value. It is also a measure of the absolute fit to the data. An
RMSEA value less than .05 is evidence that the model is a reasonable fit to the data. An
advantage of RMSEA is that it is least affected by sample size.
The comparative fit index (CFI) is an alternative fit index. This instead looks at the
degree that a model fails to fit the data (in contrast to being a perfect fit to the data like the chisquare or RMSEA). CFI values close to 1 are considered evidence that the model is a reasonable
fit to the data.
Testable Model Constraints
A structural equation model is testable if each free parameter can be estimated. For the
model as a whole to be identified, the number of parameters to estimate must be equal
(identified) or less than (overidentified) the number of variances or covariances, or more simply,
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there must be more knowns than unknowns. When a model is overidentified we are able to test
the model fit, and so overidentified is preferable. However, mediation models (like those
presented in this proposal) involve causal effects and in these cases, estimating parameters is not
enough and methods must be used to ensure estimates are unbiased. Instrumental variables are
one strategy to make sure an estimate is unbiased.
Angrist, Imben, and Rubin (1996) define instrumental variables as "variables that are
explicitly excluded from some equations and included in others, and therefore correlated with
some outcomes only through their effect on other variables" (p. 444). By controlling for
confounding variables, instrumental variables make it possible for causal inferences with
observed variables. Rigdon (1995) presented a necessary and sufficient criteria for the
identification of most SEMs. While he does not explicitly discuss instrumental variables, he
demonstrates how they aid causal inference by making SEMs testable.
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Appendix B
Independent Variable Level Background Research
All levels selected for path coefficients, structural coefficients, and sample sizes were
selected after a search of the literature for typical values. This information was extracted from
psychological studies using a search query with the term structural equation modeling through
PsycInfo in 2009. Six-hundred and thirty-eight standardized path coefficients were recorded
from 20 studies in 10 journal articles. The absolute value of the standardized factor loadings was
analyzed and they ranged from 0.0 to 1.0 with a mean of .57 and a median of .62, making a slight
negative skew (see Figure B1). Values of .2, .4, .6, and .8 were selected for the simulation study
to cover the range of these values.

Figure B1. Histogram of absolute standardized factor loadings
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Three-hundred and twelve standardized structural coefficients were extracted from 22
studies. The absolute value of these standardized coefficients were analyzed and found to range
from 0.0 to .98 with a mean of .34 and a median of .28, making a positively skewed distribution
(see Figure B2). Values of .2, .4, .6, and .8 were selected for the simulation study to cover the
range of values, with note that the small values were more common in the literature.

Figure B2. Histogram of absolute structural coefficients.
Finally, sample sizes were extracted from 100 studies. These values ranged from 21 to
21,648 with a mean of 1,169.98 and a median of 447, with 21% of the sample sizes greater than
1,000. Two values were identified as extreme outliers (17,256 and 21,648) and were removed
from the graphical analysis (see Figure B3) where we still see a strong positive skew in the
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distribution. Values of 250, 500, 750, and 1000 were selected for the simulation study to capture
the most typical sample sizes in research.

Figure B3. Histogram of sample sizes.
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Appendix C
Replications Simulation
Analysis was performed to determine the appropriate number of simulation replications.
The first model in the construct under-representation study was selected (full mediation model)
with the lowest values of standardized factor loadings (.2), standardized structural coefficients
(.2), and sample size (250). This model was run using replication sizes from 250 to 10,000, with
each replication size run 7 times. The analysis focused on when parameters and outcome
measures stabilized.
Outcome measures and parameters were plotted to visually determine when these values
stabilized. Outcome measures (chi-square, RMSEA, CFI, and percentage of replications with
negative variance) were plotted together in Figure C1. These graphs show both the correctly
specified condition and misspecified condition average values per replication number (shown
with solid line) along with the 95% confidence interval (dashed lines). The outcome measures
stabilized fairly early, all appearing stabilized before 2,000 replications.
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Figure C1. Outcome measures by number of replications.
Standardized parameters were plotted together, these include standardized factor
loadings, standardized structural coefficients, and standardized variances for observed variables
and standardized variance for the focal construct (see Figure C2). These graphs show
standardized parameter values for both the correctly specified model and the misspecified model
with average values per replication number (shown with solid lines) along with the 95%
confidence intervals (dashed lines). These graphs were noisier than the outcome measures plots,
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however aside from what appears to be an outlier iteration at 6,000 replications, the plots do
mostly settle by 2-3,000 replications. To be on the conservative side, 3,000 replications have
been chosen for the full simulation study.

Figure C2. Standardized parameters by number of replications.
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Appendix D
Structural Coefficient Analysis
Analysis was performed to look closer at the standardized structural coefficient values with the
residual variance for each structural model. Upon beginning simulations it was discovered that
the double-full mediation and partial mediation models failed when the structural coefficients
reached higher values. This research was conducted to determine where the cut off was for each
model. The effect sizes were plotted along with the residual variances for each path of the
structural model (see Figure D1). It was found that for the double-full mediation model (model
2), structural coefficients greater than .6 resulted in negative residual variance. For the partial
mediation model (model 3), .6 was too large and resulted in negative residual variance. The
simulation for both studies were therefore restricted in data collection and the double-full
mediation model includes structural coefficients of .2, .4, and .6 while the partial mediation
model includes only .2 and .4.
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Figure D1. Residual variance by effect size for all four structural models. Residual variance was
computed for each standardized latent variable using the study effect size. For some latent
variables this effect size measures the effect on another latent variable and some it was an effect
from another latent variable. The number of such paths influenced the result of the residual
variance calculation, which is why some models have more lines plotted than others. Model 1is
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the full mediation model, Model 2 is the double-full mediation model, Model 3 is the partial
mediation model, and Model 4 is the outcomes-only model.
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Appendix E
Study 1 Code
Full code is presented below for Study 1 on construct under-representation. The four models are
presented in this order:
Model 1: Full Mediation Model
Model 2: Double-Full Mediation Model
Model 3: Partial Mediation Model
Model 4: Outcomes-Only Model
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#
#
#
#

Construct UnderRepresentation
Model 1 - Full Mediation Model
1 February 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators
loading <- matrix(0, 18, 7)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5:8, 2] <- lambdaValue
loading[9:12, 3] <- lambdaValue
loading[13:16, 4] <- lambdaValue
loading[17, 5] <- 1.0
loading[18, 6] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Psi matrix. Set to 1.0 for y, rest are 1-gamma^2 on diag
psi <- diag(7)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),7)
PSV[5] <- 1.0
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Theta epsiolon, unique variances of Y variables
theta <- diag(18)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2),18)
TEV[17] <- 0.0
TEV[18] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors
path <- matrix(0, 7, 7)
path[1:4, 7] <- gammaValue
path[6, 7] <- gammaValue
path[7, 5] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
facLab <- c('a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'y', 'z', 'FC')
SEM.model <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(7)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
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if( any(diag(phi) != 1) ){
stop("Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
# Correctly specified model
fitModel1a <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y5 + y9 + y13
FC ~ y17
y18 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y5 ~~ y5
y9 ~~ y9
y13 ~~ y13
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_1a <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel1a,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x = FALSE
) # End simulation of correctly specified model
# Mis specified model
fitModel1b <- '
#latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
FC ~ y17
y18 ~ FC
#residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
#factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_1b <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel1b,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x = FALSE
) # End simulation of mis specified model
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# Extract Output
chisq1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,3]
chisq1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,4]
chisqp1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,5]
chisqp1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,5]
cfi1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,9]
cfi1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,9]
rmsea1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,23]
rmsea1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,23]
rmseall1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,24]
rmseall1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "fit")[,25]
lambda.1 <- lambdaValue
gamma.1 <- gammaValue
nobs.1 <- nobsValue
y1var1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,6]
y5var1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,7]
y9var1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,8]
y13var1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,9]
y17var1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,10]
y18var1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,11]
FCvar1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "coef")[,12]
y1var1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,6]
y2var1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,7]
y3var1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,8]
y4var1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,9]
y17var1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,10]
y18var1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,11]
FCvar1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "coef")[,12]
conver1a <- inspect(simOutput_1a, "converged")
conver1b <- inspect(simOutput_1b, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat1.dat <- cbind(nobs.1, lambda.1, gamma.1, chisq1a, chisq1b, chisqdf1a,
chisqdf1b, chisqp1a, chisqp1b, cfi1a, cfi1b, rmsea1a,
rmsea1b, rmseall1a, rmseall1b, rmseaul1a, rmseaul1b,
y1var1a, y5var1a, y9var1a, y13var1a, y17var1a, y18var1a,
FCvar1a, y1var1b, y2var1b, y3var1b, y4var1b, y17var1b,
y18var1b, FCvar1b, conver1a, conver1b)
# Export output
write.table(mat1.dat, file = "CUmod1out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End N loop
} # End gamma loop
} # End lambda loop
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#
#
#
#

Construct UnderRepresentation
Model 2 - Double Full Mediation Model
1 February 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators
loading <- matrix(0, 19, 8)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5:8, 2] <- lambdaValue
loading[9:12, 3] <- lambdaValue
loading[13:16, 4] <- lambdaValue
loading[17, 5] <- 1.0
loading[18, 6] <- 1.0
loading[19, 7] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Psi matrix. Diagonal for my model.
psi <- diag(8)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),8)
sigma <- 1 - (2*(gammaValue^2) + 2*(gammaValue^2)*(gammaValue^2))
PSV[5] <- 1.0
PSV[7] <- sigma
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Theta epsilon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(19)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2), 19)
TEV[17] <- 0.0
TEV[18] <- 0.0
TEV[19] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors
path <- matrix(0, 8, 8)
path[1:4, 8] <- gammaValue
path[7, 8] <- gammaValue
path[7, 6] <- gammaValue
path[6, 5] <- gammaValue
path[8, 5] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
facLab <- c('a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'x', 'y', 'z', 'FC')
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SEM.model <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(8)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
if( any(diag(phi) != 1) ){
stop("Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
# Correctly specified model
fitModel2a <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y5 + y9 + y13
FC ~ y17
y18 ~ y17
y19 ~ FC
y19 ~ y18
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y5 ~~ y5
y9 ~~ y9
y13 ~~ y13
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
y19 ~~ y19
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_2a <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel2a,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation of correctly specified model
# Mis specified model
fitModel2b <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
FC ~ y17
y18 ~ y17
y19 ~ FC
y19 ~ y18
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
y19 ~~ y19
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
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# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_2b <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel2b,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation of mis specified model
# Extract Output
chisq2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,3]
chisq2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,4]
chisqp2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,5]
chisqp2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,5]
cfi2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,9]
cfi2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,9]
rmsea2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,23]
rmsea2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,23]
rmseall2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,24]
rmseall2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "fit")[,25]
lambda.2 <- lambdaValue
gamma.2 <- gammaValue
nobs.2 <- nobsValue
y1var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,6]
y5var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,7]
y9var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,8]
y13var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,9]
y17var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,10]
y18var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,11]
y19var2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,12]
FCvar2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "coef")[,13]
y1var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,6]
y2var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,7]
y3var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,8]
y4var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,9]
y17var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,10]
y18var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,11]
y19var2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,12]
FCvar2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "coef")[,13]
conver2a <- inspect(simOutput_2a, "converged")
conver2b <- inspect(simOutput_2b, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat2.dat <- cbind(nobs.2, lambda.2, gamma.2, chisq2a, chisq2b, chisqdf2a,
chisqdf2b, chisqp2a, chisqp2b, cfi2a, cfi2b, rmsea2a,
rmsea2b, rmseall2a, rmseall2b, rmseaul2a, rmseaul2b,
y1var2a, y5var2a, y9var2a, y13var2a, y17var2a, y18var2a,
y19var2a, FCvar2a, y1var2b, y2var2b, y3var2b, y4var2b,
y17var2b, y18var2b, y19var2b, FCvar2b, conver2a, conver2b)
# Export output
write.table(mat2.dat, file = "CUmod2out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
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} # End of N loop
} # End of gamma loop
} # End of lambda loop
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#
#
#
#

Construct UnderRepresentation
Model 3 - Partial Mediation Model
1 February 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators
loading <- matrix(0, 19, 8)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5:8, 2] <- lambdaValue
loading[9:12, 3] <- lambdaValue
loading[13:16, 4] <- lambdaValue
loading[17, 5] <- 1.0
loading[18, 6] <- 1.0
loading[19, 7] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Psi matrix. Diagonal for my model.
psi <- diag(8)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),8)
sigma <- 1 - (2*(gammaValue ^2) + 2*(gammaValue ^3))
PSV[5] <- 1.0
PSV[7] <- sigma
PSV[6] <- sigma
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Theta epsilon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(19)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2), 19)
TEV[17] <- 0.0
TEV[18] <- 0.0
TEV[19] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors
path <- matrix(0, 8, 8)
path[1:4, 8] <- gammaValue
path[6, 5] <- gammaValue
path[6, 8] <- gammaValue
path[7, 5] <- gammaValue
path[7, 8] <- gammaValue
path[8, 5] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
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facLab <- c('a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'x', 'z', 'y', 'FC')
SEM.model <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(8)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
if( any(diag(phi) != 1) ){
stop("Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
# Correctly specified model
fitModel3a <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y5 + y9 + y13
# Regressions
FC ~ y17
y18 ~ y17
y19 ~ y17
y18 ~ FC
y19 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y5 ~~ y5
y9 ~~ y9
y13 ~~ y13
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
y19 ~~ y19
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_3a <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel3a,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation of correctly specified model
# Mis specified model
fitModel3b <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
# Regressions
FC ~ y17
y18 ~ y17
y19 ~ y17
y18 ~ FC
y19 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
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y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
y19 ~~ y19
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_3b <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel3b,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation of mis specified model
# Extract Output
chisq3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,3]
chisq3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,4]
chisqp3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,5]
chisqp3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,5]
cfi3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,9]
cfi3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,9]
rmsea3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,23]
rmsea3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,23]
rmseall3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,24]
rmseall3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "fit")[,25]
lambda.3 <- lambdaValue
gamma.3 <- gammaValue
nobs.3 <- nobsValue
y1var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,6]
y5var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,7]
y9var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,8]
y13var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,9]
y17var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,10]
y18var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,11]
y19var3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,12]
FCvar3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "coef")[,13]
y1var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,6]
y2var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,7]
y3var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,8]
y4var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,9]
y17var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,10]
y18var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,11]
y19var3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,12]
FCvar3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "coef")[,13]
conver3a <- inspect(simOutput_3a, "converged")
conver3b <- inspect(simOutput_3b, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat3.dat <- cbind(nobs.3, lambda.3, gamma.3, chisq3a, chisq3b, chisqdf3a,
chisqdf3b, chisqp3a, chisqp3b, cfi3a, cfi3b, rmsea3a,
rmsea3b, rmseall3a, rmseall3b, rmseaul3a, rmseaul3b,
y1var3a, y5var3a, y9var3a, y13var3a, y17var3a, y18var3a,
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y19var3a, FCvar3a, y1var3b, y2var3b, y3var3b, y4var3b,
y17var3b, y18var3b, y19var3b, FCvar3b, conver3a, conver3b)
# Export output
write.table(mat3.dat, file = "CUmod3out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End of N loop
} # End of gamma loop
} # End of lambda loop
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#
#
#
#

Construct UnderRepresentation
Model 4 - Outcomes Only Model
1 February 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators
loading <- matrix(0, 18, 7)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5:8, 2] <- lambdaValue
loading[9:12, 3] <- lambdaValue
loading[13:16, 4] <- lambdaValue
loading[17, 5] <- 1.0
loading[18, 6] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Psi matrix.
psi <- diag(7)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),7)
PSV[7] <- 1.0
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Theta epsilon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(18)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2),18)
TEV[17] <- 0.0
TEV[18] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors
path <- matrix(0, 7, 7)
path[1:6, 7] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
facLab <- c('a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'y', 'z', 'FC')
SEM.model <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(7)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
if( any(diag(phi) != 1) ){
stop("Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
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} # end if
# Correctly specified model
fitModel4a <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y5 + y9 + y13
# Regressions
y17 ~ FC
y18 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y5 ~~ y5
y9 ~~ y9
y13 ~~ y13
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_4a <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel4a,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation of correctly specified model
# Mis specified model
fitModel4b <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
y17 ~ FC
y18 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
y17 ~~ y17
y18 ~~ y18
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# Run simulation with N loop
simOutput_4b <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel4b,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation of mis specified model
# Extract Output
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chisq4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,3]
chisq4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,4]
chisqp4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,5]
chisqp4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,5]
cfi4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,9]
cfi4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,9]
rmsea4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,23]
rmsea4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,23]
rmseall4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,24]
rmseall4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "fit")[,25]
lambda.4 <- lambdaValue
gamma.4 <- gammaValue
nobs.4 <- nobsValue
y1var4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,6]
y5var4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,7]
y9var4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,8]
y13var4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,9]
y17var4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,10]
y18var4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,11]
FCvar4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "coef")[,12]
y1var4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,6]
y2var4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,7]
y3var4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,8]
y4var4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,9]
y17var4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,10]
y18var4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,11]
FCvar4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "coef")[,12]
conver4a <- inspect(simOutput_4a, "converged")
conver4b <- inspect(simOutput_4b, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat4.dat <- cbind(nobs.4, lambda.4, gamma.4, chisq4a, chisq4b, chisqdf4a,
chisqdf4b, chisqp4a, chisqp4b, cfi4a, cfi4b, rmsea4a,
rmsea4b, rmseall4a, rmseall4b, rmseaul4a, rmseaul4b,
y1var4a, y5var4a, y9var4a, y13var4a, y17var4a, y18var4a,
FCvar4a, y1var4b, y2var4b, y3var4b, y4var4b, y17var4b,
y18var4b, FCvar4b, conver4a, conver4b)
# Export output
write.table(mat4.dat, file = "CUmod4out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End of N loop
} # End of gamma loop
} # End of lambda loop
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Appendix F
Study 2 Code
Full code is presented below for Study 2 on construct-irrelevant variance. The four models are
presented in this order:
Model 1: Full Mediation Model
Model 2: Double-Full Mediation Model
Model 3: Partial Mediation Model
Model 4: Outcomes-Only Model

IDENTIFYING CONSTRUCT INVALIDITY
#
#
#
#

Construct Irrelevant Variance
Model 1 - Full Mediation Model
5 July 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators. No CIV
loading <- matrix(0, 6, 3)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5, 2] <- 1.0
loading[6, 3] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators. CIV
loading1 <- matrix(0, 6, 4)
loading1[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading1[5, 3] <- 1.0
loading1[6, 4] <- 1.0
LY1 <- bind(loading1)
# Psi matrix. NO CIV
psi <- diag(3)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),3)
PSV[2] <- 1.0
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Psi matrix. CIV
psi1 <- diag(4)
PSV1 <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),4)
PSV1[3] <- 1.0
PSV1[1] <- 0.5
diag(psi1) <- PSV1
PS1 <- binds(psi1)
# Theta epsiolon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(6)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2),6)
TEV[5] <- 0.0
TEV[6] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (NO CIV)
path <- matrix(0, 3, 3)
path[1, 2] <- gammaValue
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path[3, 1] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (CIV)
path1 <- matrix(0, 4, 4)
path1[1, 2] <- sqrt(0.5)
path1[2, 3] <- gammaValue
path1[4, 2] <- gammaValue
BE1 <- bind(path1)
facLab <- c('M', 'y', 'z')
facLab1 <- c('FC', 'M', 'y', 'z')
# SEM Model No CIV
SEM.model0 <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# SEM model CIV
SEM.model1 <- model(BE=BE1, LY=LY1, PS=PS1, TE=TE, facLab=facLab1,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(3)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
if( any(diag(phi) != 1) ){
stop("no CIV Latent variable variance not 1 in population
model.")
} # end if
I1 <- diag(4)
phi1 <- (solve(I1 - path1) %*% psi1 %*% t(solve(I1 - path1)))
if( any(diag(phi1) != 1) ){
stop("CIV Latent variable variance not 1 in population
model.")
} # end if
# Fit Model
fitModel <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
# Regressions
FC ~ y5
y6 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
y5 ~~ y5
y6 ~~ y6
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# NO CIV
simOutput_1 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model0,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
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se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with no CIV
# CIV
simOutput_2 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model1,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with CIV
# Extract Output
chisq1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,3]
chisq2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,4]
chisqp1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,5]
chisqp2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,5]
cfi1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,9]
cfi2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,9]
rmsea1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,23]
rmsea2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,23]
rmseall1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,24]
rmseall2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,25]
lambda.1 <- lambdaValue
gamma.1 <- gammaValue
nobs.1 <- nobsValue
y1var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,6]
y2var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,7]
y3var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,8]
y4var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,9]
y5var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,10]
y6var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,11]
FCvar1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,12]
y1var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,6]
y2var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,7]
y3var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,8]
y4var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,9]
y5var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,10]
y6var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,11]
FCvar2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,12]
conver1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "converged")
conver2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat1.dat <- cbind(nobs.1, lambda.1, gamma.1, chisq1, chisq2, chisqdf1,
chisqdf2, chisqp1, chisqp2, cfi1, cfi2, rmsea1,
rmsea2, rmseall1, rmseall2, rmseaul1, rmseaul2, y1var1,
y2var1, y3var1, y4var1, y5var1, y6var1, FCvar1, y1var2,
y2var2, y3var2, y4var2, y5var2, y6var2, FCvar2, conver1,
conver2)
# Export output
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write.table(mat1.dat, file = "CIVmod1out.csv", append = TRUE,
sep = ",", col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End N loop
} # End gamma loop
} # End lambda loop
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#
#
#
#

Construct Irrelevant Variance
Model 2 - Double Full Mediation Model
5 July 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators. No CIV
loading <- matrix(0, 7, 4)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5, 2] <- 1.0
loading[6, 3] <- 1.0
loading[7, 4] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators. CIV
loading1 <- matrix(0, 7, 5)
loading1[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading1[5, 3] <- 1.0
loading1[6, 4] <- 1.0
loading1[7, 5] <- 1.0
LY1 <- bind(loading1)
# Psi matrix. No CIV
psi <- diag(4)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),4)
sigma <- 1 - (2*(gammaValue^2) + 2*(gammaValue^2)*(gammaValue^2))
PSV[2] <- 1.0
PSV[4] <- sigma
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Psi matrix. CIV
psi1 <- diag(5)
PSV1 <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),5)
sigma1 <- 1 - (2*(gammaValue^2) + 2*(gammaValue^2)*(gammaValue^2))
PSV1[3] <- 1.0
PSV1[5] <- sigma1
PSV1[1] <- 0.5
diag(psi1) <- PSV1
PS1 <- binds(psi1)
# Theta epsiolon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(7)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2),7)
TEV[5] <- 0.0
TEV[6] <- 0.0
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TEV[7] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (NO CIV)
path <- matrix(0, 4, 4)
path[1, 2] <- gammaValue
path[3, 2] <- gammaValue
path[4, 3] <- gammaValue
path[4, 1] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (CIV)
path1 <- matrix(0, 5, 5)
path1[1, 2] <- sqrt(0.5)
path1[2, 3] <- gammaValue
path1[4, 3] <- gammaValue
path1[5, 4] <- gammaValue
path1[5, 2] <- gammaValue
BE1 <- bind(path1)
facLab <- c('M', 'x', 'y', 'z')
facLab1 <- c('FC', 'M', 'x', 'y', 'z')
# SEM model No CIV
SEM.model0 <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# SEM model CIV
SEM.model1 <- model(BE=BE1, LY=LY1, PS=PS1, TE=TE, facLab=facLab1,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(4)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
if( any(round(diag(phi), digits=10) != 1.0000000000) ){
stop("No CIV Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
I1 <- diag(5)
phi1 <- (solve(I1 - path1) %*% psi1 %*% t(solve(I1 - path1)))
if( any(round(diag(phi1), digits=10) != 1.0000000000) ){
stop("CIV Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
# Fit Model
fitModel <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
# Regressions
FC ~ y5
y6 ~ y5
y7 ~ FC
y7 ~ y6
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
y5 ~~ y5
y6 ~~ y6
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y7 ~~ y7
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# NO CIV
simOutput_1 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model0,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with no CIV
# CIV
simOutput_2 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model1,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with CIV
# Extract Output
chisq1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,3]
chisq2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,4]
chisqp1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,5]
chisqp2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,5]
cfi1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,9]
cfi2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,9]
rmsea1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,23]
rmsea2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,23]
rmseall1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,24]
rmseall2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,25]
lambda.1 <- lambdaValue
gamma.1 <- gammaValue
nobs.1 <- nobsValue
y1var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,6]
y2var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,7]
y3var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,8]
y4var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,9]
y5var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,10]
y6var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,11]
y7var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,12]
FCvar1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,13]
y1var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,6]
y2var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,7]
y3var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,8]
y4var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,9]
y5var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,10]
y6var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,11]
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y7var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,12]
FCvar2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,13]
conver1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "converged")
conver2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat1.dat <- cbind(nobs.1, lambda.1, gamma.1, chisq1, chisq2, chisqdf1,
chisqdf2, chisqp1, chisqp2, cfi1, cfi2, rmsea1, rmsea2,
rmseall1, rmseall2, rmseaul1, rmseaul2, y1var1,
y2var1, y3var1, y4var1, y5var1, y6var1, y7var1, FCvar1,
y1var2, y2var2, y3var2, y4var2, y5var2, y6var2, y7var2,
FCvar2, conver1, conver2)
# Export output
write.table(mat1.dat, file = "CIVmod2out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End N loop
} # End gamma loop
} # End lambda loop
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#
#
#
#

Construct Irrelevant Variance
Model 3 - Partial Mediation Model
10 July 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators. No CIV
loading <- matrix(0, 7, 4)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5, 2] <- 1.0
loading[6, 3] <- 1.0
loading[7, 4] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators. CIV
loading1 <- matrix(0, 7, 5)
loading1[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading1[5, 3] <- 1.0
loading1[6, 4] <- 1.0
loading1[7, 5] <- 1.0
LY1 <- bind(loading1)
# Psi matrix. No CIV.
psi <- diag(4)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),4)
sigma <- 1 - (2*(gammaValue^2) + 2*(gammaValue^3))
PSV[2] <- 1.0
PSV[3] <- sigma
PSV[4] <- sigma
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Psi matrix. CIV
psi1 <- diag(5)
PSV1 <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),5)
sigma1 <- 1 - (2*(gammaValue^2) + 2*(gammaValue^3))
PSV1[3] <- 1.0
PSV1[4] <- sigma1
PSV1[5] <- sigma1
PSV1[1] <- 0.5
diag(psi1) <- PSV1
PS1 <- binds(psi1)
# Theta epsiolon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(7)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2),7)
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TEV[5] <- 0.0
TEV[6] <- 0.0
TEV[7] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (NO CIV)
path <- matrix(0, 4, 4)
path[1, 2] <- gammaValue
path[3, 2] <- gammaValue
path[4, 2] <- gammaValue
path[3, 1] <- gammaValue
path[4, 1] <- gammaValue
BE <- bind(path)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (CIV)
path1 <- matrix(0, 5, 5)
path1[4, 2] <- gammaValue
path1[4, 3] <- gammaValue
path1[2, 3] <- gammaValue
path1[5, 2] <- gammaValue
path1[5, 3] <- gammaValue
path1[1, 2] <- sqrt(0.5)
BE1 <- bind(path1)
facLab <- c('M', 'x', 'y', 'z')
facLab1 <- c('FC', 'M', 'x', 'y', 'z')
# SEM model No CIV
SEM.model0 <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab, modelType="SEM")
# SEM model CIV
SEM.model1 <- model(BE=BE1, LY=LY1, PS=PS1, TE=TE, facLab=facLab1,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
I <- diag(4)
phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
if( any(round(diag(phi), digits=10) != 1.0000000000) ){
stop("No CIV Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
I1 <- diag(5)
phi1 <- (solve(I1 - path1) %*% psi1 %*% t(solve(I1 - path1)))
if( any(round(diag(phi1), digits=10) != 1.0000000000) ){
stop("CIV Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
} # end if
# Fit Model
fitModel <- '
# latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
FC ~ y5
y6 ~ y5
y6 ~ FC
y7 ~ y5
y7 ~ FC
# residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
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y4 ~~ y4
y5 ~~ y5
y6 ~~ y6
y7 ~~ y7
# factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# NO CIV
simOutput_1 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model0,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with no CIV
# CIV
simOutput_2 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model1,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with CIV
# Extract Output
chisq1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,3]
chisq2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,4]
chisqp1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,5]
chisqp2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,5]
cfi1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,9]
cfi2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,9]
rmsea1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,23]
rmsea2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,23]
rmseall1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,24]
rmseall2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,25]
lambda.1 <- lambdaValue
gamma.1 <- gammaValue
nobs.1 <- nobsValue
y1var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,6]
y2var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,7]
y3var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,8]
y4var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,9]
y5var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,10]
y6var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,11]
y7var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,12]
FCvar1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,13]
y1var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,6]
y2var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,7]
y3var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,8]
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y4var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,9]
y5var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,10]
y6var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,11]
y7var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,12]
FCvar2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,13]
conver1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "converged")
conver2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat1.dat <- cbind(nobs.1, lambda.1, gamma.1, chisq1, chisq2, chisqdf1,
chisqdf2, chisqp1, chisqp2, cfi1, cfi2, rmsea1, rmsea2,
rmseall1, rmseall2, rmseaul1, rmseaul2, y1var1,
y2var1, y3var1, y4var1, y5var1, y6var1, y7var1, FCvar1,
y1var2, y2var2, y3var2, y4var2, y5var2, y6var2, y7var2,
FCvar2, conver1, conver2)
# Export output
write.table(mat1.dat, file = "CIVmod3out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End N loop
} # End gamma loop
} # End lambda loop
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#
#
#
#

Construct Irrelevant Variance
Model 4 - Outcomes Only Model
1 July 2019
Jennifer Case

set.seed(1234)
require(lavaan)
require(simsem)
lambda <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(lambdaValue in lambda) {
gamma <- c(0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8)
for(gammaValue in gamma) {
nobs <- c(250, 500, 750, 1000)
for(nobsValue in nobs) {
# Constructing population model for data simulation
# Factor loading matrix from endogenous factors to Y indicators
loading <- matrix(0, 7, 5)
loading[1:4, 1] <- lambdaValue
loading[5, 4] <- 1.0
loading[6, 5] <- 1.0
loading[7, 3] <- 1.0
LY <- bind(loading)
# Psi matrix. No CIV.
psi <- diag(5)
PSV <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),5)
PSV[2] <- 1.0
PSV[3] <- 0.5
diag(psi) <- PSV
PS <- binds(psi)
# Psi matrix. CIV.
psi1 <- diag(5)
PSV1 <- rep((1-(gammaValue)^2),5)
PSV1[2] <- 1.0
PSV1[3] <- 0.5
PSV1[1] <- (1-(gammaValue)^2) - 0.5
diag(psi1) <- PSV1
PS1 <- binds(psi1)
# Theta epsiolon, unique variances of Y variables, diag matrix.
theta <- diag(7)
TEV <- rep((1-(lambdaValue)^2), 7)
TEV[5] <- 0.0
TEV[6] <- 0.0
TEV[7] <- 0.0
diag(theta) <- TEV
TE <- binds(theta)
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (NO CIV)
path <- matrix(0, 5, 5)
path[1, 2] <- gammaValue
path[4, 2] <- gammaValue
path[5, 2] <- gammaValue
path[1, 3] <- 0.0
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BE <- bind(path)
facLab <- c('FC', 'M', 'CIV', 'y', 'z')
SEM.model0 <- model(BE=BE, LY=LY, PS=PS, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# Check that variance equal one
#I <- diag(5)
#phi <- (solve(I - path) %*% psi %*% t(solve(I - path)))
#if( any(diag(phi) != 1) ){
# stop("Latent variable variance not 1 in population model.")
#} # end if
# Regression coefficient matrix among endogenous factors (CIV)
path1 <- matrix(0, 5, 5)
path1[1, 2] <- gammaValue
path1[4, 2] <- gammaValue
path1[5, 2] <- gammaValue
path1[1, 3] <- 1.0
BE1 <- bind(path1)
SEM.model1 <- model(BE=BE1, LY=LY, PS=PS1, TE=TE, facLab=facLab,
modelType="SEM")
# Fit Model
fitModel <- '
#latent variables
FC =~ 1*y1 + y2 + y3 + y4
y5 ~ FC
y6 ~ FC
#residual variances observed variables
y1 ~~ y1
y2 ~~ y2
y3 ~~ y3
y4 ~~ y4
y5 ~~ y5
y6 ~~ y6
#factor variances
FC ~~ FC
' # End of model
# NO CIV
simOutput_1 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model0,
lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with no CIV
# CIV
simOutput_2 <- sim(
nRep = 3000,
model = fitModel,
n = nobsValue,
generate = SEM.model1,
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lavaanfun = 'lavaan',
se = 'standard',
fixed.x=FALSE
) # End simulation with CIV
# Extract Output
chisq1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,3]
chisq2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,3]
chisqdf1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,4]
chisqdf2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,4]
chisqp1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,5]
chisqp2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,5]
cfi1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,9]
cfi2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,9]
rmsea1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,23]
rmsea2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,23]
rmseall1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,24]
rmseall2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,24]
rmseaul1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "fit")[,25]
rmseaul2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "fit")[,25]
lambda.1 <- lambdaValue
gamma.1 <- gammaValue
nobs.1 <- nobsValue
y1var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,6]
y2var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,7]
y3var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,8]
y4var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,9]
y5var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,10]
y6var1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,11]
FCvar1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "coef")[,12]
y1var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,6]
y2var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,7]
y3var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,8]
y4var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,9]
y5var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,10]
y6var2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,11]
FCvar2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "coef")[,12]
conver1 <- inspect(simOutput_1, "converged")
conver2 <- inspect(simOutput_2, "converged")
# Generate matrix of output
mat1.dat <- cbind(nobs.1, lambda.1, gamma.1, chisq1, chisq2, chisqdf1,
chisqdf2, chisqp1, chisqp2, cfi1, cfi2, rmsea1,
rmsea2, rmseall1, rmseall2, rmseaul1, rmseaul2, y1var1,
y2var1, y3var1, y4var1, y5var1, y6var1, FCvar1, y1var2,
y2var2, y3var2, y4var2, y5var2, y6var2, FCvar2, conver1,
conver2)
# Export output
write.table(mat1.dat, file = "CIVmod4out.csv", append = TRUE, sep = ",",
col.names = FALSE, qmethod = "double")
} # End N loop
} # End gamma loop
} # End lambda loop
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Appendix G
Reduced Star Plot for Study 1

Figure G1. Star plot of only cells of study without missing data for all dependent variables with
all structural models.
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Appendix H
Correlation Matrices for Study 1
Correlation matrices were computed for each of the four structural models separately on all
outcome measure differences. These four correlation matrices are presented below in Table H1,
Table H2, Table H3, and Table H4.
Table H1
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Full Mediation Model
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.83

-

3. CFI

-.27

-.44

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .17
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.21

-.22

-

M

SD

19.31

29.43

.04

.04

-.02

.13

-9.94

15.08

Table H2
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Double-Full Mediation Model
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.84

-

3. CFI

-.47

-.66

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .07
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.10

-.08

-

M

SD

24.84

44.24

.03

.04

-.01

.04

-5.18

6.13
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Table H3
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Partial Mediation Model
Measure

1

1. Chi-square

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.87

-

3. CFI

-.56

-.70

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .09
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.09

-.05

-

M

SD

8.55

12.86

.02

.03

-.01

.03

-7.86

7.83

Table H4
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Outcomes-Only Model
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.83

-

3. CFI

-.30

-.47

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .21
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.27

-.27

-

M

SD

19.05

30.38

.03

.04

-.01

.14

-10.91

14.74
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Appendix I
Dot plots for Three Remaining Structural Models for Study 1

Figure I1. Mean chi-square values for the double-full mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure I2. Mean chi-square values for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I3. Mean chi-square values for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I4. Mean RMSEA values for the double-full mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure I5. Mean RMSEA values for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I6. Mean RMSEA values for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I7. Mean CFI values for the double-full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I8. Mean CFI values for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I9. Mean CFI values for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Figure I10. Heywood case frequency for the double-full mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure I11. Heywood case frequency for the partial mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure I12. Heywood case frequency for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Appendix J
ANOVA Results for Study 1
Table J1
Chi-Square ANOVA Results
Predictor

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Model (M)

15395444

3

5131815

37771.0

Sample Size (N)

41510294

3

13836765

101840.8

Factor Loading (L)

94771292

3

31590431

232510.6

153603495

3

51201165

376848.6

M*N

3318334

9

368704

2713.7

M*L

12398685

9

1377632

10139.6

N*L

18019402

9

2002156

14736.2

M*G

25543912

6

4257319

31334.5

N*G

33733770

9

3748197

27587.3

L*G

118345198

9

13149466

96782.1

M*N*L

2592098

27

96004

706.6

M*N*G

5054294

18

280794

2066.7

M*L*G

19289247

18

1071625

7887.3

N*L*G

24330259

27

901121

6632.4

3957232

54

73282

539.4

Residual
84752532
Note. p < .001 for all effects

623792

136

Effect Size (G)

M*N*L*G
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Table J2
Multiple Comparisons of Structural Models in Chi-Square (Tukey Post Hoc)
(A) Structural Model

(B) Structural Model

Mean Dif (A-B)

Double-Full Mediation

Full Mediation

5.54

Partial Mediation

Full Mediation

-10.75

Outcomes Only

Full Mediation

-0.26

Partial Mediation

Double-Full Mediation

-16.29

Outcomes Only

Double-Full Mediation

-5.79

Outcomes Only
Partial Mediation
Note. p < .001 for all pairwise comparisons

10.50

Table J3
RMSEA ANOVA Results
Predictor
Model (M)

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

22.9

3

7.63

14340.000

3.3

3

1.11

2092.000

Factor Loading (L)

175.1

3

58.36

109700.000

Effect Size (G)

247.9

3

82.63

155300.000

M*N

0.2

9

0.02

36.770

M*L

15.6

9

1.73

3257.000

N*L

0.2

9

0.02

36.110

M*G

7.6

6

1.26

2378.000

N*G

3.7

9

0.41

774.300

L*G

150.2

9

16.69

31380.000

M*N*L

0.1

27

0.00

4.605

M*N*G

0.0

18

0.00

2.828

M*L*G

5.2

18

0.29

540.600

N*L*G

0.8

27

0.03

56.970

M*N*L*G

0.0

54

0.00

1.316*

Residual
331.8
623792
Note. p < .001 for all effects except * p = .060

0.00

Sample Size (N)
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Table J4
Multiple Comparisons of Structural Models in RMSEA (Tukey Post Hoc)
(A) Structural Model

(B) Structural Model

Mean Dif (A-B)

Double-Full Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.004

Partial Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.018

Outcomes Only

Full Mediation

-0.001

Partial Mediation

Double-Full Mediation

-0.013

Outcomes Only

Double-Full Mediation

0.004

Outcomes Only
Partial Mediation
Note. p < .001 for all pairwise comparisons

0.017

Table J5
CFI ANOVA Results
Predictor

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Model (M)

6

3

1.87

173.010

Sample Size (N)

5

3

1.69

155.899

48

3

16.08

1485.975

367

3

122.22

11296.886

M*N

2

9

0.17

15.490

M*L

16

9

1.78

164.797

N*L

1

9

0.09

8.156

M*G

62

6

10.29

950.967

N*G

20

9

2.21

204.346

L*G

305

9

33.91

3134.691

M*N*L

1

27

0.05

5.030

M*N*G

13

18

0.72

66.660

M*L*G

37

18

2.07

190.959

N*L*G

8

27

0.29

27.090

M*N*L*G

4

54

0.07

6.023

6749

623792

0.01

Factor Loading (L)
Effect Size (G)

Residual
Note. p < .001 for all effects
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Table J6
Multiple Comparisons of Structural Models in CFI (Tukey Post Hoc)
(A) Structural Model

(B) Structural Model

Mean Dif (A-B)

Double-Full Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.003

Partial Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.009

Outcomes Only

Full Mediation

-0.004

Partial Mediation

Double-Full Mediation

-0.006

Outcomes Only

Double-Full Mediation

-0.002

Outcomes Only
Partial Mediation
Note. p < .001 for all pairwise comparisons

0.005
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Appendix K
Baseline Chi-Square Dot Plots for Study 1

Figure K1. Mean baseline chi-square for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure K2. Mean baseline chi-square for the double-full mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure K3. Mean baseline chi-square for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure K4. Mean baseline chi-square for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Appendix L
Reduced Star Plot for Study 2

Figure L1. Star plot of only cells of study without missing data for all dependent variables with
all structural models.
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Appendix M
Correlation Matrices for Study 2
Correlation matrices were computed for each of the four structural models separately on all
outcome measure differences. These four correlation matrices are presented below in Table M1,
Table M2, Table M3, and Table M4.
Table M1
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Full Mediation Model
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.84

-

3. CFI

-.35

-.51

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .00* .02 -.28
Note. p < .001 for all correlations, except where * p = .558.

M

SD

21.51

44.70

.03

.05

-.03

.08

0.68

1.75

Table M2
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Double-Full Mediation Model
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.86

-

3. CFI

-.46

-.63

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases -.01* .01 -.08
Note. p < .001 for all correlations, except where * p = .050.

M

SD

15.74

32.67

.02

.03

-.01

.03

0.91

1.88
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Table M3
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Partial Mediation Model
Measure

1

1. Chi-square

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.87

-

3. CFI

-.54

-.64

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases -.05
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.05

-.11

-

M

SD

2.95

7.36

.01

.02

.00

.02

2.48

3.92

Table M4
Summary of Correlations, Means, and Standard Deviations for Difference Values for Outcome
Measures for Outcomes-Only Model
Measure
1. Chi-square

1

2

3

4

-

2. RMSEA

.84

-

3. CFI

-.36

-.52

-

4. Percentage of Heywood cases .05
Note. p < .001 for all correlations.

.10

-.38

-

M

SD

21.37

45.30

.03

.05

-.02

.09

0.38

1.27
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Dot Plots for Three Remaining Structural Models for Study 2

Figure N1. Mean chi-square for the double-full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N2. Mean chi-square for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N3. Mean chi-square for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N4. Mean RMSEA for the double-full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N5. Mean RMSEA for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N6. Mean RMSEA for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N7. Mean CFI for the double-full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N8. Mean CFI for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N9. Mean CFI for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Figure N10. Heywood case frequency for the double-full mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure N11. Heywood case frequency for the partial mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure N12. Heywood case frequency for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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Appendix O
ANOVA Results for Study 2
Table O1
Chi-Square ANOVA Results
Predictor

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Model (M)

26701733

3

8900578

80418.5

Sample Size (N)

37879039

3

12626346

114081.5

Factor Loading (L)

113712964

3

37904321

342472.9

Effect Size (G)

298777589

3

99592530

899837.9

M*N

5313511

9

590390

5334.3

M*L

19630146

9

2181127

19706.9

N*L

22275247

9

2475027

22362.4

M*G

14236904

6

2372817

21438.9

N*G

59807130

9

6645237

60041.0

L*G

229283638

9

25475960

230180.3

M*N*L

3921920

27

145256

1312.4

M*N*G

2834250

18

157458

1422.7

M*L*G

11762543

18

653475

5904.3

N*L*G

45725800

27

1693548

15301.5

2419383

54

44803

404.8

Residual
69040239
Note. p < .001 for all effects

623792

111

M*N*L*G
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Table O2
Multiple Comparisons of Structural Models in Chi-Square (Tukey Post Hoc)
(A) Structural Model

(B) Structural Model

Mean Dif (A-B)

Double-Full Mediation

Full Mediation

-5.77

Partial Mediation

Full Mediation

-18.56

Outcomes Only

Full Mediation

-0.14

Partial Mediation

Double-Full Mediation

-12.79

Outcomes Only

Double-Full Mediation

5.63

Outcomes Only
Partial Mediation
Note. p < .001 for all pairwise comparisons

18.42

Table O3
RMSEA ANOVA Results
Predictor
Model (M)

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

52.0

3

17.33

45360.000

3.4

3

1.14

2981.000

Factor Loading (L)

161.6

3

53.87

141000.000

Effect Size (G)

430.2

3

143.40

375400.000

M*N

0.1

9

0.01

33.650

M*L

24.2

9

2.69

7033.000

N*L

0.3

9

0.04

100.800

M*G

5.6

6

0.93

2425.000

N*G

1.4

9

0.15

396.000

L*G

218.8

9

24.32

63650.000

M*N*L

0.0

27

0.00

2.196

M*N*G

0.0

18

0.00

3.411

M*L*G

4.7

18

0.26

683.600

N*L*G

0.3

27

0.01

28.070

M*N*L*G

0.0

54

0.00

0.505*

Residual
238.3
623792
Note. p < .001 for all effects, except * p = .999

0.00

Sample Size (N)
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Table O4
Multiple Comparisons of Structural Models in RMSEA (Tukey Post Hoc)
(A) Structural Model

(B) Structural Model

Mean Dif (A-B)

Double-Full Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.011

Partial Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.025

Outcomes Only

Full Mediation

0.000*

Partial Mediation

Double-Full Mediation

-0.014

Outcomes Only

Double-Full Mediation

0.011

Outcomes Only
Partial Mediation
Note. p < .001 for all pairwise comparisons, except * p = 0.10

0.025

Table O5
CFI ANOVA Results
Predictor
Model (M)

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

55.2

3

18.40

4438.044

0.3

3

0.10

23.243

38.8

3

12.94

3120.291

158.7

3

52.89

12754.945

M*N

0.1

9

0.01

2.107*

M*L

9.2

9

1.03

247.616

N*L

0.3

9

0.03

7.728

M*G

1.7

6

0.28

67.957

N*G

0.1

9

0.01

1.995*

L*G

132.7

9

14.74

3554.401

M*N*L

0.1

27

0.00

1.037**

M*N*G

0.1

18

0.01

1.256**

M*L*G

7.1

18

0.40

95.464

N*L*G

0.6

27

0.02

5.156

M*N*L*G

0.3

54

0.01

1.342*

Sample Size (N)
Factor Loading (L)
Effect Size (G)

Residual
2586.8
623792
Note. p < .001 for all effects, except * p < .05, ** p > .05

0.00
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Table O6
Multiple Comparisons of Structural Models in CFI (Tukey Post Hoc)
(A) Structural Model

(B) Structural Model

Mean Dif (A-B)

Double-Full Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.017

Partial Mediation

Full Mediation

-0.023

Outcomes Only

Full Mediation

-0.001*

Partial Mediation

Double-Full Mediation

-0.006

Outcomes Only

Double-Full Mediation

0.016

Outcomes Only
Partial Mediation
Note. p < .001 for all pairwise comparisons, except * p = 0.10

0.022
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Appendix P
Baseline Chi-Square Dot Plots for Study 2

Figure P1. Mean baseline chi-square for the full mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure P2. Mean baseline chi-square for the double-full mediation model for both validity
conditions.
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Figure P3. Mean baseline chi-square for the partial mediation model for both validity conditions.
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Figure P4. Mean baseline chi-square for the outcomes-only model for both validity conditions.
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